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Saivaneri Web Tutor 
 

Chapter 2 –  Web Page creation on PC (local) 
 
Ok Guys! From Chapter 1, which I emailed to you, I hope that you must have 
learned what is HTML? How HTML pages can be created etc. 
 
Now assuming that you already know how to create a HTML file, we go to the 
next step, HOW FAST we can work with a web site creation. 
 
To create a web site FAST, you need not know HTML at all!. Because, WYSIWYG 
(What You See Is What You Get) editors allow you to create web pages with out 
knowing a single line of HTML. But if you know little bit  basics, you can 
manipulate the WYSIWYG editors more to your advantage. 
 
Examples of WYSIWYG editors are…  

1. Front Page 2000 comes with Office 2000 
2. Front Page XP comes with Office XP 
3. Macromedia Dream weaver 3.0 or 4.0 versions 
4. Adobe Go Live 
5. Net Objects Fusion 
6. IML Web Dwarf 
7. Allaire Home Site and more… . 

 
In contrast to this WYSIWYG editors, there are many hard coding editors also 
which requires thorough knowledge of HTML/DHTML programming, 
Java/CGI/PERL/CORBA/VB/SSI scripting. 
 
Examples of Non-WYSIWYG editors are…  

1. 1st Page 2000 – (FREE)  Download:- http://www.evrsoft.com 
2. Coffee Cup Pro – FREE  Download:- http://www.coffeecup.com 
3. Stones web editor  Download:- http://www.stoneware.dk 
4. Ace HTML     Download:-http://visicom.com 

 
Why the need of these Non-WYSIWYG editors?. Because WYSIWYG editors are 
not always reliable. Hard coding is sometimes useful to control the behavior of 
our web site more tuned. 
 
Okay, now we will start with Web site creation using the more popular and 
ubiquitous Front Page 2002 XP 
 
To create any web site, it is easy to learn reverse. That is, first create the web 
site by wizards, then read the HTML codes , so that you can come to know what 
code is doing the magic. 
 
Practical 1:- 
 

• Start FrontPage 2002 XP, click File –  New –  Web Page –  Web site 
Templates –  select personal web template. 

• Now you will see that the wizard is creating the web  
• After this, nothing will be shown to you. To see the folder click View -

Folder 
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• Can you see the folders and pages? 
• Now the index page is the first page for any web, it has to be so on your 

web server also, on the internet. It can be either index.htm or index.html  
• On windows based web servers, it can be either default.htm also. But 

worlds’ 60% web sites are hosted on Unix/Linux based servers so 
index.html is the common standard. 

• Now you also see these folders:- _private, images, photo gallery and 
about me, favorite, interest, feedback htm files  

• The folder which starts with a _ underscore is a hidden folder on windows 
machines. This folder is used by the webmaster only, not the user. 

• User only can go by jumping through the links available in the pages.  
• The first page index.htm is the gateway to the whole web site.. user has 

to hop from one page to another by clicking various links on text or photo 
etc…  

• This web will be placed in my documents/my webs/my web1 
• Double Click the index.htm page no you can see the page in the editor 
• There are 3 tabs in the editor:- normal, html, preview 
• Have a good look of the page in the normal mode and preview mode now 
• Now click the html mode 
• Now you can see the actual coding written by the editor  
• Study this code thoroughly…  you may recollect your experience with 

chapter 1 here. 
 
Experiences Recollected 
 
ü Every html page starts with <html> and ends with </html>  
ü <head>… … … … … … ..</head> provides the header info for this file 
ü <title>… … … </title> gives the title shown on top of the browser 
ü <meta> tags provide many descriptions of the page like…  

(a)name (b) content (c) language (d) program id (e) generator (editor) 
etc.. 

ü <body> … … </body> contains the actual thing which we see on the 
browser 

ü and we also see many more common html tags here…  like 
(a) <table> … … .</table>  for table 
(b)<p> for paragraph 
(c) <br> for breaking a line etc…   

ü go through the whole page thoroughly, and make amendments in the 
normal mode and see the corresponding change in the html and preview 
mode… . 

ü If you are unable to understand anything about tags, again please go 
through the chapter 1 

ü Now you can click File –  preview in browser 
ü Now you are viewing the page in the browser… . Click the various links and 

get satisfied what it is links to and where you go.. 
ü The same html source you can view by clicking the view source tab on the 

browser also. 
ü This view source opens the file in the text editor, so here there is no 

intuitive helps. 
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I think this chapter explained how to create a web site on the front page, see 
the file in different modes, preview it on a browser and edit it on the front 
page editor 
 
Any doubts, please ask me, since we are moving to next chapter 
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Chapter 3 –  Site Creation on WWW 
 
So we have learnt how to create a small FAST personal web site with out much 
typing/coding, thanks to Frontpage XP. But, we want to upload this to the Web 
Server so that the world over people can watch it… … 24 hrs a day 7 days a week 
365 days a year. To have a server serve your pages 24/7, you can keep your PC 
ON always –which is costly, or you can spare a few bucks to the Web Hosting 
company which will keep your Web Site up 24/7 or you can go for some FREE 
Web Hosting plans which is good for training purposes. 
 
Types of Web Hosting 
 
http  

ü this is the famous form of web hosting called Hyper Text Transport 
Protocol 

ü you need a http server (like Apache-Linux, IIS-WinNT) to host a 
http service 

ü all your files are kept in http://www.yourname.com directory in the 
server 

ü www is nothing but the directory (Win NT) or directory alias 
(Linux,Unix) 

ü all your htm, html files will be kept in this www folder only 
ü you can keep www2.yourname.com also! – FREE registration! 
ü You can also type http://youname.com it will take to www 

directory – servers has to be configured for this (now a days 
POPULAR) 

ü yourname is the Domain Name of your website 
ü .com, .org, .net these things are called Top Level Domains (TLDs) 
ü yourname is called second level or middle level domain (SLDs) –

PAID Registration only! 
ü www is the Third Level Domain 
ü there are domain like this http://saivaneri.freeservers.com/ -this is 

a Sub Domain  
ü where Saivaneri is a sub or virtual domain on primary freeservers 

domain – FREE Registration! 
ü 90% of web pages are http://www public domains 
ü a http server (remote PC) and http client (your PC) ‘listens’ on port 

80  
ftp 

ü means File Transfer Protocol 
ü listens on port 21 
ü you need a ftp server software on the server to listen to the user  
ü files are transported between client and the server using FTP 

commands 
ü popular ftp servers are Apache, WS FTP, WinFTP 
ü popular ftp clients are WS_FTP client, Cute FTP, Bullet Proof FTP 

etc.. 
ü sample site ftp://saivaneri.com  
ü after IE 5 and above, you can view ftp site’s folders on a browser 

also 
ü popular uses are… .image sharing, songs sharing, file sharing 
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other popular or obsolete or less used protocols and its servers are  
ü usenet 
ü gopher 
ü mosaic 
ü NNTP –  Network News Transport Protocol 
ü SMTP –  Simple Mail Transfer Protocol –  to send your mails Port 110 
ü POP3 –  Post Office Protocol version 3 –  to receive your mails Port 

25 
ü SNMP –  Simple Network Management Protocol 
ü IRC –  Internet Relay Chat Protocol –  Port 5050 

 
Description of Ports... 
[THANKS TO...host Hawk-  GhostHawk@gmx.net-   March 04, 1998] 
 
 
echo 7 
discard 9 
systat 11 
daytime 13 
netstat 15 
qotd 17 
chargen 19 
ftp-data 20 
ftp 21 
telnet 23 
smtp 25 
time 37 
rlp 39 
name 42 
whois 43 
domain 53 
nameserver 43 
mtp 57 
bootp 67 
tftp 69 
rje 77 
finger 79 
link 87 
supdup 95 
hostnames 101 
iso-tsap 102 
dictonary 103 
x400 103 
x400-snd 104 
csnet-ns 105 
pop 109 
pop2 109 
pop3 110 
portmap 111 
sunrpc 111 
auth 113 
sftp 115 
path 117 
uucp-path 117 
nntp 119 
ntp 123 

nbname 137 
nbdatagram 138 
nbsession 139 
news 144 
sgmp 153 
tcprepo 158 
snmp 161 
snmp-trap 162 
print-srv 170 
vmnet 175 
load 315 
vmnet0 400 
systek 500 
biff 512 
exec 512 
login 513 
who 513 
shell 514 
syslog 514 
printer 515 
talk 517 
ntalk 518 
efs 520 
route 520 
timed 525 
tempo 526 
courier 530 
conference 531 
rvd-control 531 
netnews 532 
netwall 533 
uucp 540 
klogin 543 
kshell 544 
new-rwho 550 
remotefs 556 
remonitor 560 
monitor 561 
garcon 600 
maitrd 601 
busboy 602 

acctmaster 700 
acctslave 701 
acct 702 
acctlogin 703 
acctprinter 704 
elcsd 704 
acctinfo 705 
acctslave2 706 
acctdisk 707 
kerberos 750 
kerbos-master 751 
passwd-server 752 
userreg-server 753 
krb-prop 754 
erlogin 888 
kpop 1109 
phone 1167 
ingerslock 1524 
maze 1666 
nfs 2049 
knetd 2053 
eklogin 2105 
rmt 5555 
mtb 5556 
man 9535 
w 9536 
mantst 9537 
bnews 10000 
rscs0 10000 
queue 10001 
rscs1 10001 
poker 10002 
rscs2 10002 
gateway 10003 
rscs3 10003 
remp 10004 
rscs4 10004 
rscs5 10005 
rscs6 10006 
rscs7 10007 
rscs8 10008 
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Don’t get afraid of the terms, you will get used to it. 
 
You don’t need different computers to run different servers. All the above protocols 
listen at different ports (virtual ports –  software controlled –  you can’t see them 
physically). They are controlled/monitored by WinSock Sockets protocol. To write any 
Internet based program, like Chat program, you must know Sockets, TCP/IP 
programming.  So all the above server software can run on a SINGLE PC, only the 
server needs a faster connection, more RAM etc.. 
 
Before uploading the files to your web hosting server, you have to create some 
website on your name of interest. Where? 
 

ü www.freeservers.com   yourname.freservers.com 
ü www.50megs.com   yourname.50megs.com 
ü www.100free.com   yourname.100free.com  
ü www.geocities.com –     geocities.com/yourname 
ü www.brinkster.com    yourname.brinkster.com  
ü www.0webhosts.com    to know more list of FREE 

web hosters 
 
Free web hosting is good if you are planning to learn. After learning you can have a 
PAID service from the same idea/company/business. 
 
Domain Name Tit bits 

ü Every Domain whether Primary or virtual has an IP Number 
ü It is not easy to remember and type the Number so Domain Name is 

born 
ü When you type Domain Name, the DNS redirects you to that IP No. 
ü IP number means Internet Protocol Number 
ü A DNS (Domain Name Server) is kept at most of the ISPs or gateways  
ü If DNS is not having your site name in its database, you can’t reach to 

your site by typing www.yourname.com in the address bar of the 
browser 

ü By default IE resolves any name typed in the address bar to .com first, 
.net second, .org third. If it cant get any such from nearby DNS, it will 
show cannot find server (or DNS error) page. 

ü .in, .us, .sl – these are country domains – costly 
ü ping, whois, finger, nslookup, tracert, IP block, dig, time, 

blacklist, abuse lookup – these are al some commands you can use to 
verify/scan/investigate on any domain –more on this later 

ü ICANN – International Consortium on Authorised Network Names – this 
is the monopolistic(!) standardization organization that regulates the 
domain names –  some OPEN minded people are against them, they 
create varied domains, but not gained much popularity. 

ü WWW Consortium (W3C) standardizes on HTML, protocols etc. 
ü IEEE standardizes on Electronic Hardware like Network cards etc.. 
ü Standards are discussed as RFC’s (Request For Comments) on their 

sites, many people comment it, modify it, then it becomes a standard. 
ü Some people sell shared IP numbers which is cheaper, in which you cant 

do the above 
ü Rs.4500 if you are registering at US company –more reliable 
ü Rs.500 to Rs.3000 if Indian Registrars –more or less (!) reliable 
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Webhosting Tit bits 
 
ü Rs.1000 to Rs.5000 per annum for 20 MB web space  
ü Prices vary, so services also vary 
ü Web host should have SCSI hard disk, fiber optic back bone (OC3),faster 

processor, dual processor (high profile hosting), more RAM, firewall etc.. 
ü Individual IP Number must be insisted. For example you can type 

66.96.210.59 in the address bar to go to www.Saivaneri.org 
ü Web server Operating System can be chosen as of your interest, but 

Apache – Linux/Unix based http server is 60% of the world is using –  
fast, reliable 

ü Win NT with Internet Information Server is costly, but have less 
followers 

ü Also with any web hosting you get many email ids for you. So if you run 
a personal website, you can have avoodai@avoodai.com as an email id! 

ü Service should be nice form the host 
ü You must insist these if you are paying for hosting:- 
ü Multi mail id/web mail/SMTP,POP3 access/auto responder/email 

blocker/chat room/FTP manager/search engine submit/POP 
manager/catch all account/forwarders/mailing lists/folder protection/sub 
domain manager/customized error pages/CGI center/raw access 
logs/web FTP/site stats/backup/message forum/discussion room/FREE 
perl scripts.. 

 
Practicals:- 
 
Go to the above sites, make your own web site, then tell me to visit it. 
I will visit and see how you have created it 
Then I will suggest how to upload/download/update your website 
Do it I can give you only a DAY for this, but I give you 5 DAYS do it FAST before we go 
to next chapter! 
 
More DOMAIN FAQs 
 
Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Q) Is the e-mail offered made up of actual POP3 accounts? 
 A) No, they are forwarded accounts.  
 
 Q) When I go to enter my email addresses on the third level domain 
 information page, only a few blanks lines appear even though you 
 say I can have 50 email addresses. Why? 
 A) Initially, only 3 lines appear for you to enter your email 
 addresses in. If you use the available lines and click "Modify", then 
 more lines will automatically appear the next time that you load this 
 page. 
 
 
   Name Servers 
 
 
 
 Q) Can I use other name servers besides those provided? 
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 A) Yes, you can use any name servers that you like, as long as the 
 are already known to the registry.  
 
 Q) When I try to change my name servers, there is an error, why is 
 this? 
 A) The name of the name servers might not be registered at the 
 registry. 
 
 
   Billing/Pricing 
 
 
 
 Q) What does it mean when I look for a name and it is available but 
 the software says that I can't purchase it because there is a 
 duplicate entry? 
 A) It means that the name is in someone's account but has not been 
 actually purchased yet.  
 
 Q) Is my billing contact information going to be shown in the whois? 
 A) Yes. We are required to supply this information to the general 
 public.  
 
 Q) I registered and purchased a name, then noticed that I 
 misspelled it. Can I delete it and get my money back? 
 A) Sorry, no, all sales are final. 
 
 
   Terminology 
 
 
 
 Q) What are the terms for the parts of a domain name? 
 A) The "www" part of the address is an example of a third level 
 domain. The "yourname" part is an example of a second level 
 domain (SLD) and the ".com" is an example of a top level domain 
 (TLD).  
 
 Q) What is the meaning of the term "URL REDIRECT"? 
 A) With URL REDIRECT, when someone types your domain name, 
 for example, www.yourname.com, we transfer them to your 
 website and when they get there, they see the entire URL path to 
 where your website is actually hosted, for example, 
 http://www.geocities.com/yourpage/yourpics.html.  
 
 Q) What is the meaning of the term "URL FRAME"? 
 A) With URL FRAME, when someone types in your domain name, for 
 example, www.yourname.com, and they get to your website they 
 only see your domain name in the browser address bar, for 
 example, www.yourname.com 
Item 
                             Comments 
           SLD 
                 The SLD is the second level domain. For 
                 example, in "www.myname.com", "myname" 
                 is the SLD. If you are creating a new name, 
                 fill-in the field provided under "SLD" with 
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                 only the SLD part of your name. Do not 
                 include the ".". The name can have any 
                 character ("a" to "z"), any number ("0" to "9 
                 "), the minus ("-") sign, and the underscore 
                 ("_") in the name. Spaces are not allowed.  
           TLD 
                 The TLD is the top level domain. For example, 
                 in "www.myname.com", "com" is the TLD. If 
                 you are creating a new name, fill-in the field 
                 provided under "TLD" with the TLD part of 
                 your name. Do not include the ".". The name 
                 can have any character ("a" to "z"), any 
                 number ("0" to "9 "), the minus ("-") sign, 
                 and the underscore ("_") in the name. Spaces 
                 are not allowed.  
       Address 
                 This table associates a name with an address. 
                 You can associate any name with any 
                 Address. The address is either a numerical 
                 designator assigned to a computer on the 
                 network, or the host and domain of a 
                 machine, or a URL. None can be greater than 
                 58 characters total (if you need more space, 
                 for a URL for example, please let us know) 
 
                 If you want the record to point an IP address, 
                 you must select either a record type of 
                 "Address (A)" or a record type of "Mail 
                 (MX)". You must also use the form 
                 xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx. The first and fourth xxx are 
                 numbers between 1 and 254. The second and 
                 third xxx are numbers between 0 and 254. An 
                 example of an IP address is: "189.23.125.3". 
                 If you are creating a new name, we have 
                 already filled-in the "www" host address with 
                 a default IP address that will display a web 
                 page that you can use to make sure the name 
                 is being properly delegated by our servers. 
                 This default web page address is 
                 "209.19.56.15". You are not required to use 
                 this IP address, and in fact, you will probably 
                 want to use your own as soon as you can. 
                 FYI, some other IP address are: (Netscape 
                 205.188.247.5), (Microsoft 
                 207.46.130.150) (Yahoo 204.71.200.72).  
 
                 If you use a host and domain combination, 
                 you must select the record type of "Alias 
                 (CNAME)". You must also use the format 
                 "www.mydomain.com.". 
 
                 If you want the record to be forwarded to a 
                 URL you must select "URL" from the 
                 drop-down menu and enter a valid URL into 
                 the "Address" box. 
 
                 If you do not enter a valid name, URL or IP, 
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                 then that host record (name & address pair) 
                 will not be added to the DNS or our database.  
    Record type 
                 We allow five types of address records to be 
                 added to our DNS servers. They are as 
                 follows:  
 
                      A (Address) Using this type of record 
                      allows you to associate a host with an 
                      IP address. The IP address that you use 
                      does not have to be on your network. 
                      For example, you could have the host 
                      record for www point to 
                      207.46.130.14 (the address for the 
                      Microsoft web site).  
 
                      MXE (Mail Easy) Using a mail record 
                      allows you to specify the address of 
                      your mail server. When you use a mail 
                      record, you must use an IP address in 
                      the address field. (Experts: Creating a 
                      mail record actually creates both the 
                      MX and the A record in DNS. Also, 
                      when using multiple mail servers, a 
                      preference value of 10 is used on all 
                      entries).  
 
                      MX (Mail) Can be either a host name 
                      under this domain name (for example, 
                      "mail3") or the name of a mail server 
                      (for example, "mail.yahoo.com."). 
                      NOTE: When using a mail server name, 
                      it should end with a period ".". (If you 
                      forget the period and we recognize the 
                      TLD, we will automatically insert one.).  
 
                      CNAME (Alias) An alias record type is 
                      used to associate a host name with 
                      another host. The host that you wish to 
                      point to does not have to be on your 
                      network. For example, you could have 
                      the host record for www point to 
                      www.microsoft.com. You can also 
                      simply use an "@" to represent your 
                      domain. Important:When you use a 
                      domain in the address field you must 
                      add a trailing period ("."). Unless you 
                      do so the name server will add your 
                      domain to the end of the domain given.  
 
                      URL Redirect URL Redirect is the 
                      standard method for URL Forwarding. 
                      When the client types in your domain 
                      name they are redirected to the web 
                      server that your page is hosted on. The 
                      only drawback of this method is as the 
                      person is looking around the site the 
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                      URL that is displayed by the browser is 
                      the one of the actual web page, not 
                      your domain name. If this is a problem 
                      you can use the URL Frame method.  
 
                      URL Frame URL Frame is similar to URL 
                      Redirect except that instead of 
                      redirecting the client to your web page, 
                      the web page is displayed in a frame 
                      from our web server. With this method 
                      the client's browser will display your 
                      domain name (for example: 
                      www.mydomain.com) while they are 
                      using your site and not the actual URL 
                      to your page (for example: 
                      home.infospace.com/chris33"). 
                      Note: If you use this method of 
                      forwarding, you will want to put the 
                      'target="_top"' attribute into any links 
                      you have that leave your page.  
 
                 If we receive requests for a record type that 
                 is not listed we will consider adding it. We 
                 would, however, prefer to keep things as 
                 simple as we can in order to eliminate 
                 possible confusion.  
         E-Mail 
     Forwarding 
                 The E-Mail Forwarding section allows you to 
                 create e-mail addresses with your domain 
                 name. For example, if your domain name was 
                 "mydomain.com", you could create the e-mail 
                 address "info@mydomain.com". Note: if you 
                 are using e-mail forwarding do not add your 
                 own MX record, it will add one for you.  
 
                      User This is the first part of the e-mail 
                      address you want to create. For the 
                      address "info@mydomain.com", you 
                      would put "info" into the blank in the 
                      user column.  
                      Domain This displays the second part of 
                      the e-mail address, this is your domain 
                      name. The "User" and "Domain" 
                      columns make up the full e-mail 
                      address.  
                      Forward To This is the e-mail address 
                      that you want all the mail coming to the 
                      account you just created to be 
                      forwarded to. This needs to be a 
                      complete, valid e-mail address. It could 
                      be an e-mail account you already have 
                      from an ISP or a free e-mail account, 
                      etc.  
           Add 
                 Use this button to add the new record to your 
                 account. Address without a corresponding 
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                 name will not be added. 
         Modify 
                 Use this button to modify the record as 
                 specified in the form fields. 
  Save Changes 
                 Click here to enter your new changes into 
                 systems. 
         Cancel 
                 Clicking this button will not make any change 
                 in your account and will take you back to your 
                 main account page. 
         Reset 
                 Clicking this button will reset the form to its 
                 original state when the page was first 
                 displayed. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Okay guys,  
We have known some basics, created a site, asked many to visit it, But lastly you find 
it is not as good as the neighborhood  website… O no! you want it to be better than 
that…  
 
What to do?............. 
 
You need to pep up your site with lots of JPGs, GIFs, lots of SWFs, lots of DHTML, Java 
scripts, Java Applets, MP3s, AUs, etc… etc… . 
 
Appalled? Well, it is not as hard as you think. They are the multimedia content files or 
tricky codes behind the browser to pep up the show. 
 
Graphic File Types 
JPEG =Joint Photo Experts Group –  a compressed file format good for pics. 
GIF =Graphic Image Files –  a compressed animation file 
PNG =Portable Network Graphics –  another compressed image file 
AVI,ICO,BMP,WMF,TIFF,TARGA… .. so like this a lots of image formats are there..  
if you want to convert them from one format to another, you can use many converter 
software  
or photographic applications like 
Adobe Photo Shop 
Paint Shop Pro 
Corel Draw 

• BMP (Windows and OS/2)   The native bitmap format for the Microsoft Windows 
environment. A picture made from a series of small dots, and supports images up to 
24 bits.  

• TIFF   Tagged Image File Format. A high-resolution, tag-based file format. Used 
for the universal interchange of digital graphics.  

• TGA   Truevision Targa Graphics Adaptor file format. Supports 1- to 32-bit images 
and professional features like an alpha (mask) channel, gamma settings, and a built-
in thumbnail image.  

• RAS   Raster format. Lightly compressed, and supports up to 36-bit images.  
• EPS   Encapsulated PostScript file format. An extension of the Post Graphic file 

format that nables PostScript graphics files to be incorporated into other documents.  
• PNG   The Portable Network Graphics format is an alternative to GIF that supports 

transparency for graphics containing thousands or millions of colors. However, 
some Web browsers cannot display PNG graphics without a special plug-in.  

• WMF   Microsoft Windows Metafile format. Supports bitmapped, vector, and 
Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) data.  

When you add a graphic other than a GIF or JPEG to a page and then save it, Microsoft 
FrontPage automatically converts the graphic to a GIF if it has 8 bits of color or less, or to a 
JPEG if it has more than 8 bits of color. 
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Sound File Types 
Wave, Midi, MP3, Ogg Vorbis, WMA, Au (audio) –mostly you know about this already. 
 
Video File Types 
DAT, Mpeg, DivX (latest) etc.. 
 
Vector Graphics 
Shock Wave Flash (SWFs) –  they brought life to the Web. As they are vector based, 
they can be zommed in and out with out loss of image quality, more safer for 
Intellectual Property (no more copy) , more color options, more dynamism, small file 
size etc.. 
We need Shock wave plugins in the browser to view this files. But IE 5 Netscape 6 and 
above have inbuilt this. 
 
 
 
DHTML  
Dynamic HTML provides us to create some animation capability to the static HTML to 
improve the show.. like Menus, Swirling Text effects etc.. 
 
Java scripts/Java Applets/Java Servlets 
They are running inside the browser source code as a script or outside the browser as 
a *.Jar Java Resource file) or *.Class file. You need Java Virtual Machine supported 
browser. IE4 and above. Java scripts and applets run on the client side. While servlets 
run on the server side only. Java Virtual Machine is a simple interpreter running in the 
background to ‘translate’ the java codes that you add in the HTML source of your web 
page. But, any interpreted language is slow also. Thus, JVM helps cross the platform 
barrier. You write code once, it can run anywhere, on any machine from a IBM PC to 
Apple MAC to a CRAY super computer – (still all machines should have installed JVM). 
 
You don’t know much about this? What to do? how to use them? 
1000s of FREE Java scripts are available on the Internet!. Select them to use it! 
Just type Java script in any Search Engine. You will get thousands of links. Here is the 
samples.. 
www.Dynamicdrive.com 
www.evrsoft.com 
 
How to create animated GIF’s? 
The flashy advt. animations you watch on yahoo or any other web site is really 
attractive isn’t it?. It is called banners/buttons/spacers. Banners are just like real life 
banners to propagate some message/advt. Buttons are clickable, colorful objects. 
Spacers are just alignment technic, so that the web site looks cool, smooth, more 
flushed. 
 
GIF’s are made up of series of images. Like a cartoonist draws series of images and 
run it 15 frames or more per second to show animated effect, you have to draw these 
series of images to fulfill your need. You need to have animator software to do it. That 
does the job better. What are those? 
 
Animation shop pro v3.0 -comes with Paint Shop Pro – Best! 
Ulead Gif Animator  - www.ulead.com 
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Practical -1 
Considering you already have Animation shop Pro, we will go and edit this GIF.* 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
this gif is a very basic one. I allow you to edit it on animator pro. Open it, and see that 
this gif is now broken into 3 frames. Each frame shows different states of the GIF.  
1st Frame Alagu Lakshmi enterprises 
2nd Frame Karungal Jalli Blockskalukku.. 
3.rd Frame The company address. 
 
So on the web site, the browser displays the 3 frames one after, so you get a dynamic 
advt. You can use animation technics to realize your dreams like a hand clicking, a 
man writing.. etc.. 
 
See the Gif below, a man is moving his pen forever! This gives the writing effect. 
 

 
GIF Titbits 
ü Gif standards also vary. GIF1, GIF2,GIF3 etc. So some software may not 

understand some GIFs. So don’t worry- try the GIF in another animator 
ü More colors, more effects - more bytes, file gets big 
ü A 56kbps modem will download a 4 KB gif image faster, 20KB gif much 

slower 
ü So keep file size at the most 12KB 
ü To optimize file size, reduce frames, reduce moving ‘parts’ 
ü In the above image, the pen only moves, other parts of picture remains 

static, so less file size 
ü 16 color good for images, 3 color best for texts 
ü Frame delay on each frame improves readability. Give 100 ms to 600 

ms depending on text content 
ü Effects also increase file size. Use it sparingly 
ü Aspect ratio –  while resizing a picture if you want no distortion in image, 

keep aspect ratio. 
ü Anti alias –  this avoids the jagged ends along any pixmaps. Used mostly 

for texts 
ü FPS – frames per second 
ü Water mark –  a transparent mark on the image so that nobody misuses 

your image 
ü I can go on like this but, use the help in Animator PRO to know more –  it 

is really in depth or mail me. 
 

*If you don’t have it, don’t worry, I can send you 
a COMPLETE WEB AUTHORING KIT  on 2 CDs 
for just Rs.500. (Packing charges extra).  
In which I will be putting all the tools you need to 
create a flashy web site!. 
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Sound  
Okay we have seen hoe to create animation files. If you still can’t no problem, just go 
to many FREE web sites, they give you 1000s of FREE animated images to you. 
 
Type:- FREE animated GIFs in any search engine to get 1000s of links.             
=Google is best in searching! 
 
Sound creation is easy!. We all are good in making Din!. Just pick the mike and speak 
up!. Okay now in windows you can save this as a wav file. But then windows sound 
recorder gives you just 1 minutes to speak. More than that you have to use some 
really cool sound software. What are those? 
 
Audio grabber 
Audio catalyst 
Cool Edit pro 
FREE MP3 
 
For our class, we will always take a best software, and go deep into it. Sparingly you 
may require other software also, since all the features may not be available under one 
roof. 
 
In audio grabber you can choose line– in option to record your voice for more than a 
minute. Also you may like to compress the bulgy wave to *.mp3 files. Audio grabber 
does it. 

 
 
Practical -2 
Okay now we want our html page should play this music. From chapter 1 you 
may have learned how to add audio to the html file. Just it takes lot of time to 
load. Use this sparingly. If your web page takes more than 20 seconds to load 
on the client machine, they may not like to visit again!. REMEMBER people from 
different walks of life visit your site. Some may browse your site from a Café 
(slow) some may browse from Home (little fast) some may do it from Office 
(restrictions). So add audio if you MUST!. Keep the index.htm page as simple 
as possible, try majick on inside pages. 
 
<embed src="your_audio_file.wav" autostart="true" hidden="true" loop="0"> 
<bgsound src=" your_audio_file.wav" loop="infinite"> 
 
Those are the tags to embed sound in a html file. It autostarts the application 
(say winamp) and plays  infinite or loop as many times you wish.  
 
Remember to change source – (src) as per your file, (give the absolute 
URL of your file). 
 
(URL –  Uniform Resource Locator –  the absolute path to your file sample:- 
http://saivaneri.org/Boy1.htm) 
 
Practical 3 
Now insert a video file by this tag  
<embed src=" your_video_file.avi" autostart="true" width="200" 
height="200""> 
avi = audio video inderleave files are played by windows media player 
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IE 5 and above have the capacity to play it on the browser itself, without 
starting any external program. 
This saves memory, time. You can also use many other formats like *.mpeg, 
*.dat, *.divX  etc.. 
 

Shockwave  
ü To create a shock wave animation, you need to have macromedia flash 

software. 
ü Or you should have Flax v2, or Swish v3 
ü Creating flash animation is not as easy as a gif file, but you can learn it 

with little effort. 
ü Or for effortless learning, download the Flax and Swish, they are really 

COOL! 
ü Swish has more than 300 effects –  no need to tinker Flash much –  just 

insert the effects 
ü Flax has more than 150 effects on text only. Again just add your text. 
ü In Flash also, the animations are based on frames, but here everything 

takes place on vector scale 
ü So your graphics’ look will not be altered while you resize it 
ü Vector means the image on the screen is represented by mathematical 

formula not the actual bit map 
ü Where as other BMP, GIF, JPG files are scalar file, they are denoted by 

their bit maps 
ü I will recommend you to use Flax and Swish they save a lot of time on 

shock wave 
ü And they compel you to learn flash, the other way around. 
 
Here is a sample http://www.saivaneri.org/Advert.htm 
 
The RmKV Flash animation has got the zoom in, zoom out, play, resume, 
stop, show all facilities. These things are not available on a GIF. By zooming 
in you are not losing the image quality. Also Intellectual Property Rights 
(IPR) are better here, as no one can simply right click and save the 
animation. One can also lock the file so that even tricky people can not open 
it.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

*If you don’t have it, don’t worry, I can send you a COMPLETE WEB AUTHORING KIT  on 2 CDs for just 
Rs.500. (Packing charges extra). In which I will be putting all the tools you need to create a flashy web site!. 
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Practical 4 
Now we will see how to insert a Shock wave flash animation 
<embed src="" autostart="true" width="200" height="200""> 
<object classid="clsid:d27cdb6e-ae6d-11cf-96b8-444553540000" 
codebase="http://download.macromedia.com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flash/swflash.
cab#3,0,0,0" width="32" height="32"> 
    <param name="src" value="flash-file.swf"> 
    <embed src="flash-file.swf" 
pluginspage="http://www.macromedia.com/shockwave/download/" 
type="application/x-shockwave-flash" width="32" height="32"> 
    </embed> 
  </object> 
 
ü CAUTION! IE and Netscape differ in showing the shock wave file. So 

always use the above tags to insert any shockwave flash (*.swf) file, if 
you use front page active x to modify the height, width of a swf file, 
Netscape is going to show it weirdy! So always alter the height width in 
the above tags only.. 

 
Here, you are embedding the object as an active x control. Active x means to 
actively execute the file from there itself, on the browser itself. Class id refers 
to the certified class id pertaining to the file. Code base will download the code 
to execute the said file, if the browser doesn’t have the plugin downloaded 
already. So this download is a one time affair. Param name  is the file path. 
Type is the MIME type declaration for the file. (Confused, don’t worry, simply 
save the sample http://www.saivaneri.org/Advert.htm file, and see how the 
source code is defining it.  
 
To learn faster, reading the source code is really important. Whenever you see 
a better site, try to analyse how they did it by reading the source code. Do not 
duplicate it simply, add your creative ideas. Also, acknowledge the Original 
Author. 
 
 

TIPS  
Use Advanced Gif Compressor tool to compress the gif animations. Results in faster 
loading of your page/image on the browser. 
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Chapter 5 
  
 So, now we know some basics about improving the show on the web site. But, to be 
frank, what we learned in the Chapter 4 is just Tip of the Iceberg. Graphics is ocean, 
and new things arrive every day on the net. So just we will catch up faster in this 
HYPER LINKED world, we will learn what is hot today, and how FAST we can do it.   
 
Java scripting 
Already we have discussed what is Javascript. Now we are going to learn how to 
handle it. 

 
<SCRIPT language=JavaScript  
src="dynlayer.js"></SCRIPT> 
 
 
That is how a Java script starts and ends. Source file is put in the root folder, as 
a *.js file, which can be created/edited in a Notepad/Wordpad. You can write 
the source at the *.html page itself, but incase if it is lengthy, then you need to 
use a separate file. 
 
CAUTION :-  
ü       It is important to upload the *.js file as ASCII method not BINARY 
method. In binary mode, the carriage returns are not interpreted properly, 
so you will not get desired results. 
ü       It is always good practice to put the scripts within <head> 
… … .</head> or outside the <html> … . </html> tags.. especially in IE it 
tend to misbehave if it is inside body. 
ü       Any Java Applet/servlet needs Java Virtual Machine to run. In IE 4 and 
above, it is included with the browser. In IE 6 you have to download it as a 
separate software. 
ü       Some Java codes and Active X documents can even destroy a host 
system, so it is a security hazard to enable Java and Active X on all sites. IE 
custom security level can be used to change this settings. 
ü       While Java is a OOPS Language and thus has lot of abilities, Java script 
is a limited scope web page script. Think this difference as a difference 
between Visual Basic and VB script. 
ü       VB script can not run on certain browsers/machines. So use it if you 
want your web pages to be shown in windows clients only. 
ü       Refer HTML basic Book (Chapter 1) and Thinking in Java on CD1 for in 
depth understanding of Java/Java script 
ü       Refer Java script samples in CD1 for FAST java learning. 
 
There are so much of Java scripts available for FREE download on the 
Internet. Sample page with a Java script is coming with this email. Try them 
on your site. If you face trouble, mail me. 
 
 
Practicals 
 
Create a Java script based Password checking page. The page should load if 
password is correct. Not loads if password wrong. 
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CGI/PERL scripts 
 
Common Gateway Interface is a method of getting Form results from the visiting 
public on your web. Okay, you need to have interaction with the visitoes. Isn’t it?. 
So how websites interact with people? 
 

ü       Login/Password screen 
ü       Guest Book 
ü       Form Mailer 
ü       Form Results Submission 
ü       Ad rotator 
ü       Counter 
ü       Advertising popups 
ü       Cookie handler and more.. 
 
So the first thing any web master needs is to create a guest book, so that 
visitors can sign in their comments at the site. It is a very common script. 
 

There are three things that go hand in glove in any Form.  
1.      The user Form 
2.      The intermediary processing 
3.      The resulting Form 

 
The user form and the resulting form is what the user gets to see. The 
intermediate processing is not shown to the user. It is executed on the web 
server. That’s why FREE web companies doesn’t allow you to put CGI scripts 
on their server, because it has a potential to break down the server. A PAID 
web server also will monitor each users’ CGI-BIN directory so that they 
don’t run dangerous codes.  
 
CGI scripts can be wriiten in any language like C,C++,Java etc. But most 
prefer PERL, because of its simplicity and customization for CGI.  
 
What you will write in User Form? 
 
 

<FORM METHOD="POST" ACTION="/cgi-sys/FormMail.cgi"> 
<input type=hidden name="recipient" value="webmaster@saivaneri.org"> 
<input type=hidden name="subject" value="Auto Register"> 
<!-- HTML Template used for the page after successful submission --> 
<input type=hidden name="redirect" 
value="http://saivaneri.org/Regn_thank_you.html"> 
<!-- HTML Template used in case an error occurs -->  
<input type=hidden name="missing_fields_redirect" 
value="http://saivaneri.org/error.html"> 
<input type=hidden name="required" 
value="gender,full_name,qualfn,star,dob,job,height,father,email,address,via,caste,ma
rk"> 
 
<input type=hidden name="env_report" 
value="REMOTE_HOST,HTTP_USER_AGENT,HTTP_REFERER"> 
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<input type=hidden name="sort" 
value="order:gender,full_name,qualfn,star,dob,job,height,father,email,address,via,cas
te,mark"> 
<input type=hidden name="print_config" value="email"> 
 
The <FORM> tag starts a form. 
The fields in a form can be of  

1                    Text Field 
2                    Radio Button 
3                    Option Box (Tick mark) 
4                    Drop Down Box 
5                    List Box 
6                    Submit Button 
7                    Password Field etc…  

 
So when user fills all these info, then presses SUBMIT, the script mentioned in here 
<FORM METHOD="POST" ACTION="/cgi-sys/FormMail.cgi"> takes the “ action”. You 
can name it as  
 
FormMail or FormMail.cgi or FormMail.pl  
 
You should set this files’ attributes as Read, Execute for others or simply 755. 
 
You need to know UNIX basics to understand this. 
 
*.cgi = CGI file *.pl = PERL file. Refer to your web server admin for file naming tactics. 
 
You can edit a CGI/PERL file in a Word Pad/Note Pad and FTP it to your server as 
ASCII not BINARY.  
 
This sample FormMail.cgi script now runs on the server to “ PARSE” (distil) the data 
filled in by the user.  
 
The hidden scripts are extra arguments given to the parser so that a mailer works with   
To, From, Subject fields. 
 
<input type=hidden name="recipient" value="webmaster@saivaneri.org"> 
<input type=hidden name="subject" value="Auto Register"> 
 
These hidden fields are used in the FormMailer.cgi script so that the Form reaches the 
man intended by email. 
 
Other hidden fields like required fields, redirect, missing field redirect , sort, are self 
explanatory, just go thru it to understand. If you can’t get it, please mail me, I will 
explain. 
 
A sample script and a sample form is attached with this mail. Please go through them 
and mail me if you face any difficulty. Also use the CGI/PERL tutor found in Chapter 1. 
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Practicals 
  

Create a Guest Book or Form Mailer at your Freeservers web site. 
Logon to you account, go to Enhance My Site, Click Guest Book or Form Mailer to 
create one. No need to write any CGI scripts. The site has some in built customized 
scripts for you. Just go thru the help page there, and use it on your site and tell me to 
visit it. I give 2 days to do this. It is really that easy! 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
Okay guys, we have gone through rather fast on all of the BASICS FUNDAs of a web 
site. If we have gone deeper, it would have been a bore, which I don’t want it to be. 
Also, this web tutors’ basic aim is to develop a reasonable kind of IQ to be a web 
master. So, I relegated the deeper subjects in to the accompanying chapters, while 
keeping this main dialogue easy, and friendly. 
 
I hope you would appreciate this approach. 
 
Now we have come to the next crucial part, what to EARN from the website?. 

ü earn name and fame 
ü earn money 
ü earn satisfaction 

 
Towards the above motives, you can direct your web sites’ design, content and 
application.  
 
To earn name and fame, we have to do FREE web site, which will guide, help, serve 
the people in some or the other way. For example Dr.Kalyanasundaram from Swiss  
maintains Tamil Electronic Link Library in geocities.com which does a great service to 
Tamil Language. 
 
To earn money, we can start so many websites which provides some basic service to 
the people, and charge a fee for it. But this may not be fully meeting our requirement, 
so in this case, you can be AFFLIATES (agents) to other websites, so each referrals 
from your site will put money in your account.  
 
AFFILIATES 
How it works? 
This is a major, successful concept of web. You go to Yahoo.com to read your mails. 
You see many advertisements there. Yahoo.com earns money from those 
advertisements and if you click on any of the link and make a purchase also, then also 
Yahoo.com gains some referral income. Its easy, but time & devotion is required. 
 
Who are the best affiliates? 
Visacard is one of the best affiliation company. If anyone clicks on your link and 
purchases a VISA card, then you gets 20$. Isn’t it good for Indians?. Like this go for 
the best and recognized brand names and promote their company on your web site. 
Do not get cheated by unknown affiliate companies. 
 
How to identify FAKE affiliation website? 
All good affiliation companies will ask you complete particulars, especially your PAYPAL 
number, or local account number. This is a must. Then you should have your own login 
and Account Balance Checking facility. There you can check how much you earned. IF 
ANY SITE DOEESNT HAVE THOSE THINGS THEN DO NOT BECOME AFFILIATE TO 
THEM!. Also check whether the URL you are pointing in the Advt. has your referral 
details, and click it and verify that your referral actually works. Some sites never refer 
you, just link you. So finally your account forever remains empty!. 
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Can you suggest me some good affiliates? 
1000s of them are there. Just type affiliates in the GOOGLE search. You will get latest 
updated links!. 
 
 
MARKET PLACE or SHOPPING CART 
Internet has finally evolved to sell lots of things on the web itself. If you can’t check 
others CREDIT cards at your site, you can always join in FREE market places like the 
one offered by www.Redhat.com or www.Agora.com or www.smartshop.com 
 
In Redhat.com and Agora, you can add your own products also, but they need some 
cgi scripts to be placed at your website folders. If you are running a FREE website, you 
can’t use them. But smartshop.com doesn’t have such headaches, if some goes to 
smart shop from your link, and purchases some thing, then you get some cutting 
that’s all. 
 
CREDIT CARD CHECK 
Credit card checking now a days has become some what reliable. You need to have 
128 bit encryption and SSL 2 (Secure Socket Layer version 2) supported Browser, like 
IE. Also these things are certified by Verisign company –  a popular company in 
awarding reliability certificates to the web sites. 
 
How to know whether a site is SECURE or not? 
See a LOCK symbol at the right bottom of the status bar of your browser. If you 
cansee it, then it is a verisign certified SECURE market place. You can boldly use your 
credit card here. Otherwise, don’t take risk. 
 
(There are even reports that some hackers have broken this 128 bit encryption). 
 

TIP! You can find the FREE primer on how to create a SECURE website at 
www.verisign.com 
 
Hosting a web site, which checks credit card itself is a very costly affair. So there are 
lots of Credit card checking clearing web sites, with SSL2 (Secure Socket Layer v2) 
technology, who does it safe for you.  Like www.paypal.com, www.mals-ecom.com  
etc. Just type FREE SHOPPING CART in any search engine, you will get many useful 
FREE shopping cart sites for adding your own shop with clearing facility. 
 
With paypal account you can send or receive money without using your credit card 
info, or account number. So this is safer as your particulars are safe at one place and 
paypal just redirects the payments to you. 
 
You can also accept DD or Check or Money Order info through these sites. 
 
There are many credit card checking Java Scripts, ASPs, CGIs but they are still 
insecure if your site is not behind a firewall, secured with SSL and the users browser 
should support 128 bit encryption and SSL. 
 

! DO NOT accept credit card info in a Form Mailer or Guest book. 
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HOME COMMUTING 
Home based jobs are getting lot of attention now a days. Just type FREELANCERS or 
HOME COMMUTING or HOME BASED JOBS in any search engines. You will get 1000s of 
links to many home job agents, but they provide info at a price. Some sites allow you 
to bid for jobs, so that some may grab a project for a cheaper rate. 
 
You can join in many of the sites news letters which will prompt you about the latest 
jobs. But here too there are cheats. So beware before committing any money. 
 
In next chapter we will see how to host multi language web site.. 
 
More helpful documents from various web site sources…  
http://www.cybersource.com/ 
http://www.creditcardprocessor.com/ 
http://builder.cnet.com/webbuilding/pages/Business/CreditCards/ss01.htm
l 
http://www.ibill.com/ 
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Chapter 7 
 

  
Now is the question of multilingual web site. It is easy on the face of it, that is simply 
change the font of the web page to the language you want to use, done!. 
 
No, its more than that. First the same font should be available at the users’ computer 
also. And web means the users are from varied places, varied machines, varied 
software. So you can’t be 100% sure that What You See Here (WYSH) is What They 
See There (WTST)!.  
 
So you say we can provide a download link for the font we use at our site.  Fine, but 
suppose if the user is accessing your site from a web café, and Font download is 
disabled there?. Or, many users dislike painful downloads, or your web server 
bandwidth is so less that you can’t allow users stealing your bandwidth for Font 
download, or the Font you are using is a copyrighted one, which doesn’t allow you to 
distribute it?. 
 
Questions abound, but there is a better solution to this. As usual there are 2 solutions 
one is from Micro $oft  and the other is their Goliath the open source. 
 
The M$ solution is as usual only for the Internet Explorer and Windows platforms. The 
open source is more friendly, that is across the board -universal. 
 
Micro $oft WEFT (Web Embedding Font Technology) is such a tool. You can download 
this tool from the MS site.  It is used to burn the local font to a *.eot file (embedded 
open type). -Find it on CD2! 
 
While the other technology offers font burning to *.pfr file. The tool you use this is Bit 
Stream’s Web Font Wizard. You can download this tool from www.bitstream.com, or 
find both the tools at the second CD. 
 
While burning the font, you have to define the Root URL of the sites you want to use 
this *.pfr or *.eot files. This is very important, as otherwise any one may use your pfr 
file from across the web, which will cause band width drainage on your server. 
Remember to use the last trailing slash in the URL as this is indicating that all the files 
below this root folder can use the font file.  
(e.g) http://www.saivaneri.org/    ---the last trailing slash! 
 
So how to “ load” this file on the browser?. This is also a kind of download only, only 
the user is not doing it, the PC is doing it!. You will have to use some tags in the 
HTML. 
  
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html;charset=x-user-defined"> 
//this tag is useful for defining user defined fonts 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Style-Type" Content="text/css"> //this tag is must for 
cascade style sheet support 
  
For eot file you use the following CSS STYLE tag within <Head> </Head> 
<STYLE type=text/css> 
@font-face { 
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 font-family: Tamil_Avarangal31TSC; 
 src:url(TAMILAV0.eot); 
} 
</STYLE> 
 
 
For pfr file, you use this Active X download tag within <Head> </Head> 
<!-- start dynamic font description --> 
  <LINK REL=FONTDEF SRC="http://www.saivaneri.org/pfrs/kumarappa.pfr"> 
<!-- end dynamic font description --> 
<!-- start Bitstream WebFont Player support --> 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript" 
SRC="http://www.saivaneri.org/wfplayer/tdserver.js"> 
</SCRIPT> 
<link> 
<!-- end Bitstream WebFont Player support --> 
 
or u can use this also.. 
 
<SCRIPT language=JavaScript type=text/javascript> 
if (navigator.appName == "Microsoft Internet Explorer" && 
navigator.appVersion.indexOf("Windows", 0) != -1 && 
navigator.appVersion.substring(0,1) >= 4) 
{ 
        document.writeln("<object"); 
        document.writeln("classid=\"clsid:0246ECA8-996F-11D1-BE2F-
00A0C9037DFE\""); 
// Change the URL on the next line to point to the location  
// of the WebFont Player on your server 
        
document.writeln("codebase=\"http://www.saivaneri.org/wfplayer/tdserver.cab#versi
on=1,0,0,12\"");  
        document.writeln("id=\"TDS\" width=0 height=0"); 
        document.writeln(">"); 
        document.writeln("</object>");          
} 
 
</SCRIPT> 
Apparantly for CSS style to work, the users browsers should support CSS. Which is 
common today. And for the second technology, browser should be enabled with Active 
X download. So for the first time when the user visits your site, the wfplayer (web font 
palyer) java script loads the active x *.cab file on to the users browser, which prompts 
“ You are about to download this Active X Control from the www.bitstream.com do you 
want to continue?” Click Yes!. This is one time issue. The next time the Active X file is 
loaded from the users hard disk (C:\Windows\Download ActiveX Fies Folder).  
 
So you have seen that for eot file there is only one file is involved, where as for pfr file 
you need 3 files working in tandem with each other to show the drama. 

1. The *.pfr file  
2. The *.cab file –which is the Active X Compresses cabinet file 
3. The *.js file which loads the two previous files on the browser. 
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So incase after uploading all the files to your web server, please note that you have 
done your job properly. Otherwise you can’t see Tamil or any other language fonts. 
 
Also not that the web server on which you run the site should have these MIME files 
included. Consult your web admin to change the MIME types. 
 
MIME type describes the “Allowed Extensions” for that particular web. 
 
What are the fonts to use? 
To display both English and Tamil in your web site, burn a Bi Lingual Tamil Font like 
Tamil Avarangal.ttf or MylaiTSC.ttf or ThunaivanTSC, so by using a single font you can 
show both English and Tamil in your web page, and you can load only one font for 
viewing, which means reduced stress on the client side. 
 
If you use multiple fonts in a single page, then you have to burn multiple pfrs/eots 
also which means more pressure on the user side. 
 
Ironically the Microsoft WEFT solution does a lot of font loading even for 
BOLD/ITALIC/REGULAR styles of the same font. That means even a same font has to 
be burnt many times for many of its styles. This has a nasty effect on the user side.  
 
60% of the websites of the world rely on the open source Bit stream format. Because 
it supports all the browsers, and operating systems. Rely on M$ if you want. 
 
Some Tamil web sites use both technologies, while passing the pressure on the user 
side. 
 
The other best solution can be “ FLASH” enabling your site. That is create the web 
pages in Macromedia Flash. As already we have seen, Flash operates on VECTOR 
format so that all the fonts, images are by default embedded on the pages. But using 
FLASH burns lot of bandwidth on the server side. Tht is you need a server with OC3 
fibre optic back bone, and atleast a SCSI hard disk so that it cn handle all the stress. –
BEST SOLUTION FOR THE FUTURE – BROAD BAND LIFE!. 
 
One more word on the ubiquitous PDF document. My advice – don’t do it. 
The PDF is a portable Document Format developed by Adobe company. There are two 
things you need. One is Adobe Acrobat Reader to read the documents. Then the Adobe 
Acrobat Writer to write the pdf files. 
 
Adobe Acrobat reader is FREE while writer is on PAYMENT. So you can use some pdf 
Factory od PDF 599 freeware to create pdfs of your language – find it on CD2! 
 
Remember to “Embed” the fonts on the pdf page you create. Fast and easy.  
PDF files also has many useful editing, linking functions. A PDF file can be distributed 
on the web like an email, but to display it on a web site, it is not the best solution, as 
it also consumes lot of client side power and also slow. IE 5 has inbuilt support for this 
document to be viewd on the browser itself 
 
So my advice is provide a download link to the pdf document, not a web page!. 
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Snippet  
There is a Tamil letter 'e' (for irattai ilai) problem with IE. It shows a blank space for 
Tamil 'e' as this letter is used by keyboard by particular ASCII character.  
  
Nobody rectified this yet, but some patches are used, like the VB script patch used by 
chennai online.com (poor manipulation) 
  
or You can amend the font (copyright issue) by using any standard Font Editing Tools 
to suit your need. 
Saivaneri did this solution - FAST, EASY - only you need to allocate a fancy key for 
'e'. 
  
While typing in Suvadi or any TSCII based editor you need to remember this fancy key 
(for example you can use ~ this unused key for 'e') -this is on the web master side, so 
you can do it. 
  
But letting the VB script manipulation is bad, since, it does not gurantee 100% 
accuracy on IE or any other browser. 
  
c u on next 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

Okay guys,… mmmm we have gone thru hell a lot of text, I reckon, so you all may be 
tired by now… .. Don’t say that! Web is never tiring!. Only you take rest to leap again. 
 
In this chapter we will see How To Come No.1 in Web Search! 
 
Web Search Engines like www.Google.com www.hotbot.com www.search.yahoo.com 
are very famous and helpful to the users to provide them with links they like to visit. 
Some times with out search engine you can’t realize or reap the power of the web at 
all!. 
 
The search engines software is called as a Spider – an appropriate name for its duty is 
to search all over the World Wide Web to provide you with the context sensitive 
results. 
 
It visits all the web pages. But it sees the other side of the web document -that is the 
source side.  
 
What all it sees? 

1. First it will check what is your TITLE TAG of the HTML 
2. It sees the META TAGS – like description, language, key words, generator etc 
3. next it checks the hidden texts 
4. then it checks the non hidden content with in the body 
5. then an Image searching spider check s the ALT tag for images 

 
While checking like this, it also checks whether the web master has included un 
wanted blurbs in the HTML so that it can “ PUNISH” or award “NEGATIVE PONTS” for 
the site. So any HTML tricks that you may be using to hoodwink a spider may cause 
your web site not listed in their search result 
 
Good Automatic Submission Software:-  Find it on CD2! 
Add Web Pro 
Submitta Pro – this is a FREEWARE for personal use. Use this, it gives good results. 
Dump Truck 
Top Dog v2.0 –with Ranking facility 
Submit Wolf v5.0 –with Ranking facility 
  
Good Automatic Submission Sites:- 
Addme.com 
2search.com 
free2add.com 
 
Search engine basics: 

FOCUS: 

The number one thing to remember when designing web sites that you plan to 
promote directly to the search engines is focus. Why? Most search engines will respond 
best to focused content. And that focus will bring you higher positions. 
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Take a company that sells software. If you have one master site that talks about 5 
different products, the page loses focus. Sure, they may get high relevance for 
"software" but so do 56,485 other sites on the 'net. Instead of a master site, (or in 
addition to) they should devise separate pages, even separate domains devoted to 
each product. This concept can apply to nearly every site on the net. 

PATIENCE: 

Even advanced URL submission tools like dumpTRUCK! can do nothing about the time 
it takes for search engines to actually list submitted sites. The search engines have a 
lot to do these days and many of the big ones seem to be having trouble keeping up 
with the explosive growth on the internet. Engines will say thanks for submitting and 
then promptly forget your URL and you can end up never being listed. A basic rule to 
follow is that an average submission will take 4-6 weeks to be posted and then will 
likely need to be re-posted in 2-3 months. In competitive areas, resubmission may 
need to be more frequent. 

INTELLIGENCE: 

Knowing what your potential customers will be typing into the search engines is the 
most important key to getting the proper traffic. Going for general terms like 
"software" or "free" can be pretty useless. Doing some basic market research now 
applies to search engine placement as well as other media outlets. 

using frames: 

Here's the short version: don't. 

Many search engines treat FRAMES as separate links, which may cause problems while 
indexing your page. 

 First of all, we're not trying to put down frames. They have a place in HTML design 
and can be very useful for presenting information. However, most of the search engine 
spiders on the 'net cannot read frames, thus foiling your attempt to get the site 
recorded properly. If you ever wondered why you see search engine descriptions that 
start "Your browser doesn't support frames...", now you know. 

If you cannot live without frames, you must create "gateways" in order to effectively 
promote your site. "Gateways" or entry pages are single pages (think of them as 
billboards) designed to talk-up a web site and point to the actual entrance. 

Another possibility is to use the <NOFRAMES> tag and provide some actual content in 
the page for the spiders. 

meta tags: 

Meta-tags can also be an important piece of your promotional plan. The idea is to use 
words and phrases here that will "match" what people are searching the 'net for and 
also provide a handy way for search engines to summarize your pages. 

The meta-tag format is simple and is described below: 
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<META NAME="Description" CONTENT="This is the description of my 
site. It's a cool site and deserves your attention."> 

<META NAME="Keywords" CONTENT="keyword, keyword, keyword, 
a key phrase, a key phrase, a key phrase"> 

The meta-tags go in between the <HEAD></HEAD> section of your page's source 
code. And the idea is to fill both of these tags with keywords applicable to your site. 
Please note that some engines will penalize your for repeating a word or phrase too 
many times (generally 6 or more times counts as "spamming"). 

site title: 

Your page's site title is yet another important section for promotional opportunities. 

The site title tag looks like this: 

<TITLE>This is the great site title for this page</TITLE> 

The title tag should appear after the meta-tags, but within the <HEAD></HEAD> 
section. Again the theory is to utilize keywords and phrases in this section and also 
provide some sort of a description of what is on the page. 

Many of the search engines use the site title as the title that appears in the results 
page, so it's best that this title makes a little bit of sense. While a totally stuffed site 
title may get you a higher listing, you'd be amazed to learn that us 'net surfers will 
probably skip a "spammed" listing cause it looks like you're trying. 

Site promotion is part science and fancy tricks. And the rest of it old fashioned 
marketing and knowing your customers. Don't forget that. 

<ALT> tags    
Also the ALT tags for images are important because by this ALT tags you are also 
communicating with the TEXT only mode browsers like LINX etc. moreover if the user 
disabled graphics to speed up his browser, then also this ALT tags helps. In IE, 
Netscape and Opera allows people to toggle between TEXT only mode to GRAPHICS 
included mode. So this ALT tags are very much important to you if you want the 
images also to be included in the web search. Most of the search engines respect ALT 
tags and they list the images too. So next time when you insert an image, remember 
to add an ALT tag to it. 

Example:- to publicise the saivaneri, I will add “ saivaneri.org” text as ALT into the 
Saivaneri Caption Image. I can also add “ Pasupathi” as the ALT for my image found in 
the web page. So if you search Google Image search for “ Pasupathi” , my photo will be 
listed, which will serve as the starting point to woo the visitors  
<img border="0" src="images/sachakra.gif" width="346" height="100" 
alt="saivaneri.org"> 
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get a domain name: 

Having your own domain name makes things a lot easier. Believe it or not a lot of 
search engines today are making it harder for "free" site owners to keep their pages 
indexed. 

 
What are the methods of submitting to the search engine database? 
 
Okay you have created a web site and floated it also. But now comes the crucial part 
that is to publicize it. 50% of your web sites’ popularity comes from propaganda. 
 
You can submit to the search engine data base by going to the search engine 
submission page of every search site. It is manual- takes long time. 
 
You can also submit by using intelligent tools like Submitta, Addweb or Dump Truck –
Find it on CD2! 
 
These submission tools submit all your web pages and the URLS you wish with its own 
ODBC connection. This is faster, cheaper and efficient in the long run. 
 
Submitta is a FREE WARE. While Addweb PRO is PAY WARE. For beginners Submitta is 
good. With a 56 kbps connection you can submit up to 60 pages per minute on to any 
search engines. Also you should add your details under certain categories, which will 
make the search engine to categorise your site easily. 
 
You should submit your site atleast once in a month so that you can always remain 
TOP. 
 
You should also go to www.Addme.com and the manual submission sites and submit it 
from there also, so that you can make sure that some search engines do not miss you. 
So both technics you should use! 
 
Also you should visit www.dmoz.org and the like of many international web directories 
so that your dutiful submission here can be used by other search engines like Google. 
Google heavily draws its accuracy from this manually maintained open source 
directory! Be careful not to over submit or SPAM the dmoz with lot of fake submission 
for your site, as this indiscipline will result in your web site being blocked once and for 
all (permanently)!. 
 
You should also not SPAM the search engine database with weekly or even daily 
submissions –  this also results in disqualification. A decent interval is a month!. 
 
HOW TO TEST YOUR SUBMISSION? 
 
Don’t dream that with in minutes of your submission, you will be listed in the search. 
It takes time. Normally 15 days after submission only you can see the fruits of your 
action. If you can’t see after 15 days also, please go thru the steps above, and hope 
for the best! 
 
Also you can use Web Ranking tools to rank your web site. Like Agent Web Rank – find 
it on CD2. This tool ranks your site by submitting your queries to many of the search 
engines, and giving you the results locally. BEST FREE software!. 
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SOME TIPS 
Always use a word which is not used or which is not popular or which is not already 
used by many of the people. For example you can’t hope to come No.1 in the search if 
your web site is talking about DAILY NEWS. Do you think CNN,BBC will come after you 
in the search?. They can bribe these search engines to come first with out even 
submitting to them!. So be careful in selecting your sites; name, sites’ content and 
sites’ description, key words etc. 
 
HOW TO ADD A SEARCH ENGINE FOR YOUR WEBSITE? 
Adding a local web site search engine is not a high tech job, easy if your site supports 
front page extension. Just add a Web bot – search engine. It will take care. But cgi/perl 
scripts can do the job more perfectly than the rest. If you don’t know or don’t want to 
toil yourself in writing lot of codes, try FREE LOCAL search engine services offered by 
www.freefind.com or www.google.com. Both are operating on Advertisement basis. 
But they are faster, more efficient.  
 
To use freefind, you have to register at freefind.com and get an ID for your site. After 
registering at the site, you will get HTML insertions customized for your site. Use this 
HTML tags within all of your web pages. The freefind spider searches for these tags 
and makes a database cache in their server. So next time the search results are more 
accurate. 
 
Freefind advertises a lot on the result pages. But Google is clean. But first you should 
strive hard to get your site listed at google. Then only you can hope for adding a 
google search for your site. Google is as usual more accurate and faster. 

Okay guys see you on next chappy!. ☺ 

Popular Search Engines 
alltheweb 
altavista 
directhit 
excite 
go 
google 
hotbot 
infomak 
lycos 
mixcat 
northernlight 
webtop 
whatuseek 
 
Adding Google Search - 
for Your Own Web Site Search or Web Search  
This is the easiest way to add a search facility for your site. BUT 
remember, first you should try hard to get in to the database of Google, 
that means your site must become known to the Google spider so that it 
can incorporate all of your pages in its database. 
As soon as you achieve this, (requires 4 to 5 months of waiting and hard 
work of site submisions) you can goto Google.com, then click ADD GOOGLE 
SEARCH TO MY SITE link, then register your self there, so that you can 
get a FORM submit type HTML specifically generated for YOUR SITE only!. 
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Below is a copy of that FORM for saivaneri.freeservers.com. you can also 
customize the search page like the background color, logo etc.. 
 
SAMPLE GOOGLE SEARCH FORM – PLEASE GENERATE LIKE THIS FORM 
FOR YOUR SITE AT GOOGLE.COM 
<!-- Search Google --> 
<FORM method=GET action=http://www.google.com/custom> 
<TABLE bgcolor=#FFFFFF cellspacing=0 border=0> 
<tr valign=top><td> 
<A HREF=http://www.google.com/search> 
<IMG SRC=http://www.google.com/logos/Logo_40wht.gif border=0 ALT=Google 
align=middle></A> 
</td> 
<td> 
<INPUT TYPE=text name=q size=31 maxlength=255 value=""> 
<INPUT type=submit name=sa VALUE="Google Search"> 
<INPUT type=hidden name=cof 
VALUE="LW:365;L:http://saivaneri.freeservers.com/images/sasoap2.gif;LH:50
;BGC:ffffcc;AH:center;S:http://www.saivaneri.freeservers.com;AWFID:829e41
1813a5883e;"> 
<font face=arial,sans-serif size=-1><input type=hidden name=domains 
value="saivaneri.freeservers.com"><br><input type=radio name=sitesearch 
value="" checked> Search WWW <input type=radio name=sitesearch 
value="saivaneri.freeservers.com"> Search saivaneri.freeservers.com 
</font><br> 
</td></tr></TABLE> 
</FORM> 
</center> 
<!-- Search Google --> 
 
ANOTHER FREE SEARCH ENGINE FOR YOUR WEB SITE 
 
FreeFind.com can add a FREE search engine facility to your site. You have 
to register yourself at their site, then their spider will immediately 
spider your web site, and produce some ASP type comment tags for you. 
 
SAMPLE FREE FIND TAGS FOR SAIVANERI.ORG SITE – PLEASE GENERATE LIKE THIS 

ONE AT FREEFIND.COM FOR YOUR SITE ALSO 
TOP OF HTML PAGE 

<!-- FreeFind Index Listings Only id="6354282" --> 
<!-- FreeFind Category value='<small> Category: <a 

href="http://www.saivaneri.org/index.htm"> 
Home Page</a> </small>' --> 

 
The above tags are to be added to all of your web pages where you want 
the spider to visit them. Like at top and bottom of html pages. 
 

BOTTOM OF HTML PAGE 
<!-- FreeFind End Listing --> 

 
SAMPLE FREE FIND SEARCH FORM FOR SAIVANERI.ORG SITE – PLEASE GENERATE 

LIKE THIS ONE AT FREEFIND.COM FOR YOUR SITE ALSO 
 
This is a Search Form (in Search.html file) which will be used by the 
users to input their search terms... 
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<FORM ACTION="http://search.freefind.com/find.html" 
METHOD="GET" target="_self">   
<font size=1 face="arial,helvetica" > 
<A HREF="http://search.freefind.com/find.html?id=6354282"> 
Search this site</a>      
98powered by <A HREF="http://www.freefind.com">FreeFind</A><br> 
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="id" SIZE="-1" VALUE="6354282"> 
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="pid" SIZE="-1" VALUE="r"> 
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="mode" SIZE="-1" VALUE="ALL">  
<INPUT type="HIDDEN" name="n" value="0"> 
<INPUT TYPE="TEXT" NAME="query" SIZE="20"> 
<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE=" Find! "><input type="SUBMIT" 
name="sitemap" value="Site Map"> 
</center>  
</font></FORM></td></table> 
 
SOME INTELLIGENT SEARCH TACTICS 
By default the search engine tries to locate pages which have exact 
matches for all of the words entered in your search query. If that fails, 
it then tries to locate pages which contain any words in your search 
query. If that happens a short message is displayed at the top of the 
search results indicating this has been done.  
 
In addition, there are several ways to modify the default search 
behavior.  
 
+ and - qualifiers 
If you prepend a word with + that word is required to be on the page. 
If you prepend a word with - that word is required to not be on the page. 
Example: +always -never  
* wildcard 
If a query word ends with a * all words on a page which start the same 
way as that query word will match. 
Example: gift*  
? wildcard 
If a query word contains a ? any character will match that position. 
Example: b?g  
All of these techniques can be combined: +alway* -ne??r*  
 
 
PRACTICALS 
Use the Submitta software, open a new project, name it on your site, open 
the web pages  for submission by DEEP FOLDER method, this ensures that 
the web site folder is searched for all *.htm or *.html files and listed 
in the project. Do not tick the “recurse sub folder” option, unless until 
you have any html file in any sub folders. It is often better to have all 
html files on the root of the web site itself. Now your project is ready. 
Now carefully add project details, like saite name, site description, 
site meta name, site content, site category, selection of the search 
engines to which you want your site to be submitted etc. 
 
SELECTION OF META NAMES THAT DESCRIBE YOUR SITE 
This is one of the important part of your site’s publicity. Use intuition 
here. For example, to come to saivaneri.org website, people may like to 
search for “Tamil MAtrimonials”, “Saiva Pillai Matrimonials” etc.. So my 
meta tags in the html pages of my site and in the submitta software 
project details should reflect this. More the meta tags, more the 
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attraction. I even added “Tirunelveli Halwa” as a search term for my 
site!. Because I know Tirunelveli people has more Saiva Pillai 
concentration, so I included that also! 
 
The Statistics also shows in the submitta software after submission. 
Carefully read this so that you can re submit the failed pages only. This 
is automatically done by clicking submit pending button in submitta. 
 
Also make sure you submit the site monthly once. This is to keep track of 
the things, because the web is always updated, your site should no longer 
become obsolete.  
 
Then try to submit thru FREE submission sites also, like 
www.submitpro.com, www.addweb.com etc.. Also submit from the web hosting 
company like freeservers or your ISP if possible. Also submit your site 
at the www.dmoz.org selecting proper directory for your site. This 
ensures that your site is properly listed and used by many of open source 
supporting sites, like netscape, opera, google, dmoz etc. they are edited 
by volunteers world wide, so be careful to make legal, prudent 
submission. Cheating here is a permanent loss for you. 
 
Try to submit at more than 1 category in the dmoz.org this ensures more 
publicity. Also submit your website in chatting/discusiion sites like 
www.forumhub.com or www.sulekha.com where many people visit and get to 
know about you. 
 
Also form a ring of link sharing network with your friends and like 
minded individuals/sites on the net. This web ring also makes publicity 
easier. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 
Okay guys, I think now you will pretty much have become a web master already!. Now 
you are hosting it on www.yoursite.com, you have your own email id like 
www.yourlovelyname@yaourname.com and boasting to every one about your 
prowess!. But many of your friends return to say that they went to your site, which 
said “505 DNS Error!” 
 
GOOFED?. Oh there are many more thing to monitor now, because your web site is a 
24 hour/7 days a week/365 days a year growing child, which needs constant 
nourishing, monitoring. 
 
To resolve any web site, you need an IP Number and a DNS server. As already we 
have seen, DNS server maintains a table of www.yourname.com and resolves to the 
particular IP number. But suppose DNS server has become blind to your IP Number 
what you get? You get this 505 error!. 
 
So you should always monitor that your DNS entry is correct. This can be done by 
registering yourself at www.internetseer.com  or  www.webstat.com etc. This site also 
will spider your site every day at a particular interval say every hour, so that it checks 
to see that your DNS, web site, web server, name sever, back bone, gate way are all 
alive. 
 
What a welcome relief!. We want the World to be automated like this isn’t it?. 
 
Internetseer also reports you alerts if any of the above is down. This is called UPTIME 
MONITORING!. 60% of the Worlds’ best sites are hosted on *NIX variants, so the 
UPTIME for them is really good. Not to say about WIN* products, because we see their 
performance at your desktop (pulling a month is itself difficult!) 
 
There are FREE and PAID services at these monitoring sites. Ofcourse there are 
differences in services also. Decide as per your sites’ potential. 
 
What all you can monitor? 

ü Monthly Report on Bandwidth usage by your site 
ü Monthly/Daily Summary of Page Views 
ü Domain Report 
ü Referrer Report (from where the people came to your site) 
ü Organization Report (the first two parts of any IP number contains the 

ISP from which people come to you say, from India most of the users 
come thru dialpool.sify.com – via Singapore gateway., By knowing this, 
you can modify some design according to the rules of the ISP. 

ü Redirected Referrer (which pages are redirecting to your home) 
ü Failed referrer (which pages failed to open the doc) 
ü Refferring site (which sites URL refers your site) 
ü Search Word Report (which words people searched to come to you) 
ü Browser Report (users browser, their Form submission engine name (e.g 

AI Robofrom) etc) 
ü Operating System Summary (users O/S) 
ü Status Code Report (like …  

 
200 OK  
206 Partial content  
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301 Document moved permanently 
302 Document found elsewhere  
304 Not modified since last retrieval  
400 Bad request  
403 Access forbidden  
404 Document not found 
405 Method not allowed  
500 Internal server error  
 

ü File Size Report 
ü File Type Report *.htm, *.html, *.jpg, *.gif etc.. 
ü Directory Report (which dir receives large traffic) 
ü Request Report (some people right click on the image file or the main 

index page to save the file to peek into the document source…  this 
shows what are the most stolen files) 

 
 

  
 
(-this is the shortest chapter, but the most useful also!) 
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CHAPTER 10 
 
In this chapter we will give you UPDATED KNOWLEDGE BASE on web site 
management, database connectivity and PHP, PGP, ASP. 
 
What is database connectivity? 
You are hosting a web site in which lots of people joins everyday. You want to update 
them to a database yourself manually (slow) or you may like to update themselves on 
the site itself by using database connection. 
 
What all you need for a DB connection 

1. Your site must support database 
2. it should be able to run a DB application 
3. It should be able to do the basic DB queries and operations like SQL commands 
4. It should be able to display the results dynamically on another page 
5. It should consume less power and flexible 

 
What are the popular DB applications? 
For Linux based servers My SQL is best FREE DB software 
For Win* based servers Access DB is best 
 
What cost it is? 
DB connectivity will cost you Rs.2000 per annum in India, on a Linux hosting 
On a NT hosting it will be at least Rs5000 per annum 
 
What Language I should use for DB application? 
PHP or ASP is better.  
SQL,CGI, Java, PERL, C,C++ -any how serves the purpose. 
 
The following text is courtesy  http://www.php.net/docs.php. 
 
PHP 
PHP, a recursive acronym which stands for "PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor" is a widely-
used Open Source general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for Web 
development and can be embedded into HTML. Its syntax draws upon C, Java, and 
Perl, and is easy to learn. The main goal of the language is to allow web developers to 
write dynamically generated webpages quickly, but you can do much more with PHP.  
You can download this manual in several formats at http://www.php.net/docs.php.  
 

What can PHP do? 

Anything. PHP is mainly focused on server-side scripting, so you can do anything any 
other CGI program can do, such as collect form data, generate dynamic page content, 
or send and receive cookies. But PHP can do much more.  

There are three main fields where PHP scripts are used.  

• Server-side scripting. This is the most traditional and main target field for PHP. 
You need three things to make this work. The PHP parser (CGI or server 
module), a webserver and a web browser. You need to run the webserver, with 
a connected PHP installation. You can access the PHP program output with a 
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web browser, viewing the PHP page through the server. See the installation 
instructions section for more information.  

• Command line scripting. You can make a PHP script to run it without any server 
or browser. You only need the PHP parser to use it this way. This type of usage 
is ideal for scripts regularly executed using cron (a task scheduler on Linux and 
Unix systems) or a task scheduler on Windows. These scripts can also be used 
for simple text processing tasks. See the section about Command line usage of 
PHP for more information.  

• Writing client-side GUI applications. PHP is probably not the very best language 
to write windowing applications, but if you know PHP very well, and would like 
to use some advanced PHP features in your client-side applications you can also 
use PHP-GTK to write such programs. You also have the ability to write cross-
platform applications this way. PHP-GTK is an extension to PHP, not available in 
the main distribution. If you are interested in PHP-GTK, visit »  it's own website.  

PHP can be used on all major operating systems, including Linux, many Unix variants 
(including HP-UX, Solaris and OpenBSD), Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, RISC OS, and 
probably others. PHP has also support for most of the web servers today. This includes 
Apache, Microsoft Internet Information Server, Personal Web Server, Netscape and 
iPlanet servers, Oreilly Website Pro server, Caudium, Xitami, OmniHTTPd, and many 
others. For the majority of the servers PHP has a module, for the others supporting the 
CGI standard, PHP can work as a CGI processor.  

So with PHP, you have the freedom of choosing an operating system and a web server. 
Furthermore, you also have the choice of using procedural programming or object 
oriented programming, or a mixture of them. Although not every standard OOP feature 
is realized in the current version of PHP, many code libraries and large applications 
(including the PEAR library) are written only using OOP code.  

With PHP you are not limited to output HTML. PHP's abilities includes outputting 
images, PDF files and even Flash movies (using libswf and Ming) generated on the fly. 
You can also output easily any text, such as XHTML and any other XML file. PHP can 
autogenerate these files, and save them in the file system, instead of printing it out, 
forming a server-side cache for your dynamic content.  

One of the strongest and most significant feature in PHP is its support for a wide range 
of databases. Writing a database-enabled web page is incredibly simple. The following 
databases are currently supported:  

Adabas D Ingres Oracle (OCI7 and OCI8) 

dBase InterBase Ovrimos 

Empress FrontBase PostgreSQL 

FilePro (read-only) mSQL Solid 

Hyperwave Direct MS-SQL Sybase 

IBM DB2 MySQL Velocis 

Informix ODBC Unix dbm 
We also have a DBX database abstraction extension allowing you to transparently use 
any database supported by that extension. Additionally PHP supports ODBC, the Open 
Database Connection standard, so you can connect to any other database supporting 
this world standard.  
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PHP also has support for talking to other services using protocols such as LDAP, IMAP, 
SNMP, NNTP, POP3, HTTP, COM (on Windows) and countless others. You can also open 
raw network sockets and interact using any other protocol. PHP has support for the 
WDDX complex data exchange between virtually all Web programming languages. 
Talking about interconnection, PHP has support for instantiation of Java objects and 
using them transparently as PHP objects. You can also use our CORBA extension to 
access remote objects.  

PHP has extremely useful text processing features, from the POSIX Extended or Perl 
regular expressions to parsing XML documents. For parsing and accessing XML 
documents, we support the SAX and DOM standards. You can use our XSLT extension 
to transform XML documents.  

While using PHP in the ecommerce field, you'll find the Cybercash payment, CyberMUT, 
VeriSign Payflow Pro and CCVS functions useful for your online payment programs.  

At last but not least, we have many other interesting extensions, the mnoGoSearch 
search engine functions, the IRC Gateway functions, many compression utilities (gzip, 
bz2), calendar conversion, translation...  

As you can see this page is not enough to list all the features and benefits PHP can 
offer. Read on in the sections about installing PHP, and see the function reference part 
for explanation of the extensions mentioned here.  

You can get FREE php scripts here.. 
Perl.com, hotscripts.com, worldwidemart.com, freecode.com, cgicript.net, 
transloader.com etc.. 
 

 
Next chapter on ASP 
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CHAPTER 11 
ASP –  ACTIVE SERVER PAGES 

 
ASP is a Microsoft’s answer to PHP of UNIX, Linux (called *nixes). 
PHP means a recursive acronym for PHP – the Hypertext Preprocessor.  
ASP is mostly used on Windows based servers, where as PHP on *nixes. 
 
Below is a sample ASP code for converting the local time to GMT time. 
You can modify to your area/location time also. 
 
<% 
Function BrinksterServerGMTOffset 
  Select Case trim(Request.ServerVariables("LOCAL_ADDR")) 
   Case "127.0.0.1" 
    BrinksterServerGMTOffset = 5 
   Case "127.0.0.1" 
    BrinksterServerGMTOffset = 5 
   Case Else 
    BrinksterServerGMTOffset = 0 
  End Select 
 End Function 
 
 Function NowGMT 
  NowGMT = DateAdd("h", BrinksterServerGMTOffset, Now) 
  End Function 
 
 
   strResponse = NowGMT 
   Response.Write strResponse 
     
%> 
ASP starts with <% … … … … ends with...........%>. The rest commands are exhaustive, 
we can write a 500 page book on that. So we will only concentrate on important 
commands and useful scripts. Most useful ASP scripts can be found at 
www.brinkster.com 
In the above example 127.0.0.1 is the local machine (localhost) address. This is for 
example only. Use your own site IP address for conversion. 
 
ASP can be written in VBscript, or JAVAscript, or JAVA, or C# or J# or C++ or C. most 
people consider VBscript as the best one. 
 
Opening a CDROM with a VBscript ASP. 
 
<!— ending with --!> is also a valid ASP code identifier. It can be written within HTML 
also. 
 
<SCRIPT language=VBScript> 
<!-- 
 
Set oWMP = CreateObject("WMPlayer.OCX.7" ) 
Set colCDROMs = oWMP.cdromCollection 
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if colCDROMs.Count >= 1 then 
 For i = 0 to colCDROMs.Count - 1 
  colCDROMs.Item(i).Eject 
 Next ' cdrom 
End If 
 
--> 
</SCRIPT> 
 
In Chapter 15 we will see extensively how to use the ASP to power a FREE DATABASE 
website on www.brinkster.com we will be using a Microsoft Access Database at that 

site! So beautiful things are awaiting you at CHAPTER 15, wait a while!
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CHAPTER 12 

Adding Online Presence To Your Web Pages 

 

What is Online Presence? 
Online Presence allows people to see if you are currently online and using Yahoo! 
Messenger.  

   

How do I add Online Presence to my page? 
You simply need to add some HTML to your web page. If you don't know HTML, then join 
Yahoo! GeoCities and use PageBuilder to drag and drop Online Presence onto your web 
page - it's the easiest way!  

• I prefer using Yahoo! PageBuilder - Are you a Yahoo! GeoCities Homesteader? If 
so, then launch PageBuilder, go to the "Insert" menu, click on "Interactive," and 
select Yahoo! Presence.  

 

• I prefer writing my own HTML - Just copy and paste the following HTML into the 
code for your web page:  
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<a 
href="http://edit.yahoo.com/config/send_w ebmesg?.target=YOUR 
YAHOO! ID&.src=pg">
<img border=0 src="http://opi.yahoo.com/online?u=YOUR YAHOO!
 ID&m=g&t=2"></a>

 

So, if your Yahoo! ID was YahooUser25, you would use the following HTML:  
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<a 
href="http://edit.yahoo.com/config/send_w ebmesg?.target=Yahoo
User25&.src=pg">
<img border=0 src="http://opi.yahoo.com/online?u=YahooUser25
&m=g&t=2"></a>

 

 

 
Copyright ©  2001 Yahoo! Inc. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy - Terms of Service - Help 
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CHAPTER 13 
 

Server-Side Includes (SSI)  

1. What are server side includes? 

Server-side includes (SSIs) are simple, HTML-embedded directives that instruct the web server to 
include data in the HTML document. As a shorthand alternative to CGI, server-side includes can be 
handy. 

2. How do I use SSI? 

First you must create a page with a .shtm or .shtml extention! Then SSI is easily implemented into 
your web page by using the following syntax or directives: 

<!--#directive parameter="value"--> 
 
Directives can have more than one parameter, and multiple parameters are separated by white 
space.  

3. What directives are available? 

The valid SSI directives are as follows:  

exec 

Syntax: exec cgi="path" 

Exec tag provides for executing an external executable.  

 
 
echo 

Syntax: echo var="environment-variable" 

Echo inserts the value of one or more SSI environment variables.  

include 

Syntax: include file|virtual="path" 

The include directive inserts the text of another document, specified either as a file or a virtual file. 
Path must be relative to the current document in the case of a file, or it can be a virtual path. For 
example:  

<!--#include file="sample.html"--> 
<!--#include virtual="/virtual/sample.html"--> 

fsize 
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Syntax: fsize file="path" 

The fsize directive inserts the size of the file specified by path, in bytes. For example:  

This file is <!--#fsize file="example.ps"--> bytes. 

flastmod 

Syntax: flastmod file="path" 

Similar to fsize, flastmod inserts the modification date for the file specified by path. For example:  

This file was last modified on <!--#flastmod file="example.html"-->. 

config 

Syntax: config errmsg|sizefmt|timefmt="string" 

You can use the config directive to modify the default SSI behavior. The parameters are as follows:  

errmsg: Sets the default error message. For example: 

<!--#config errmsg="Error: Try again."--> 

sizefmt: Sets the format for file size data returned by the fsize directive. The string for this 
parameter is either "bytes" for file sizes in bytes, or "abbrev" for file sizes rounded to the nearest 
kilobyte. For example: 

<!--#config sizefmt="abbrev"--> 

timefmt: Sets the format for dates and times returned by the flastmod directive and the 
DATE_LOCAL and DATE_GMT variables.  

The possible values for this parameter are as follows:  

Format Code Description 

%a Abbreviated day of the week, such as "Sun" for 
Sunday 

%A  Unabbreviated day of the week  
%b  Abbreviated month, such as "Jan" for January  
%B Unabbreviated month  
%d Two-digit, numerical day of the month, such as "01" .  
%D Numerical month, day, and year, such as "01/24/97"  
%e Numerical day, such as "1"  
%H 24-hour clock hour, such as "17"  
%I 12-hour clock hour, such as "11"  
%j Numerical day of the year, such as "278"  
%m Numerical month, such as "11"  
%M Minutes, such as "08"  
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%p am or pm  
%r Time, such as "08:23:17 am"  
%S  Seconds, such as "56"  
%T 24-hour time, such as "23:54:56"  
%U Week of the year, such as "47"  

%w Numerical day of the week, such as "0" for Sunday 
and "7" for Saturday  

%y Year of the current century, such as "97"  
%z Abbreviated time zone, such as "PST"  

skip=n Skips the next n rules in a sequence if the current rule 
matches  

S=n Same as "skip"  

env=VARIABLE:VALUE Sets the environment variable VARIABLE to the value 
VALUE  

E=VARIABLE:VALUE  Same as "env" 

printenv 

Syntax: printenv  

This directive prints a complete list of all existing SSI variables and their values. It has no attributes. 
For example:  

<!--#printenv--> 

set 

Syntax: set var="variable" value="value" 

This directive sets the value of an environment variable. For example:  

<!--#set var="country" value="United States"--> 

4. What extended SSI elements are available? 

Our server implements Extended SSI, which includes flow control elements much like the ones 
used in 
programming languages. With flow control, you can create more sophisticated SSI scripts.  

There are four flow control elements:  

<!--#if expr="test-condition"--> 
<!--#elif expr="test-condition"--> 
<!--#else--> 
<!--#endif--> 

The test-condition is one of the following:  
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Test Condition Description 
string  True if the string is not empty  
sring1=string2 True if string1 matches string2  
string1!=string2  True if string1 does not match string2  
(test-condition) True if test-condition is true 
!test-condition  True if test-condition is false  

test-condition1 && test-condition2 True if both test-condition1 and test-
condition2 are true  

test-condition1 || test-condition2 True if either test-condition1 or test-
condition2 is true  

5. What SSI environment variables available? 

DOCUMENT_NAME 

The filename of the current HTML document. For example:  

This file is called <!--#echo var="DOCUMENT_NAME"-->. 

DOCUMENT_URL 

The URL of the current file. For example:  

This document is located at <!--#echo var="DOCUMENT_URL"-->. 

QUERY_STRING_UNESCAPED 

An unencoded query string whose metacharacters are escaped with a backslash (\).  

DATE_LOCAL 

The local date and time. For example:  

Here in San Diego, it is now <!--#echo var="DATE_LOCAL"-->. 

DATE_GMT 

The current Greenwich Mean Time. For example:  

The current time is <!--#echo var="DATE_GMT"--> GMT. 

LAST_MODIFIED 

The date and time when the current file was last modified. For example:  

I last modified this page on <!--#echo var="LAST_MODIFIED"-->. 

6. What CGI environment variables can I use with SSI? 
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SERVER_SOFTWARE=Stronghold/2.0 

The name and version number of the server software  

SERVER_NAME=host 

The host being addressed in this request, which may be the main host or a virtual host, either as a 
fully-qualified domain name or an IP address  

HTTP_HOST=host 

The same as SERVER_NAME  

HTTP_ACCEPT=MIME-type[, MIME-type, MIME-type . . .] 

One or more MIME types that the client can accept  

HTTP_USER_AGENT=name/version (platform) 

The name, version number, and platform of the client software  

REMOTE_HOST=host 

The hostname or IP number of the client host or proxy server that originated the request  

REMOTE_PORT=port 

The client-side port number that originated the request  

REMOTE_ADDR=IP 

The IP number of the client host  

REMOTE_USER=username 

The remote username, if the script is subject to basic authentication  

REMOTE_IDENT=ident 

The remote username as supplied by identd, if available  

SERVER_PROTOCOL=protocol/version 

The protocol and version number used to send the request, which Stronghold also uses in its 
response in order to ensure compatibility with the client  

REQUEST_METHOD=method 

The method used in this request, such as GET or POST  

AUTH_TYPE=method 
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The authentication method used in this request, if any  

CONTENT_TYPE=MIME-type 

The MIME type of any data attached to the request header  

CONTENT_LENGTH=n 

The size, in bytes, of any data attached to the request header  

SCRIPT_NAME=path/to/script 

The URI of the requested script  

SCRIPT_FILENAME=absolute/path/to/script 

The absolute path to the requested script  

SCRIPT_URI=method://host/path/to/script 

The URI of the requested script  

SCRIPT_URL=path/to/script 

The URL of the requested script  

QUERY_STRING=string 

The query-string for this transaction, embedded in the requested URL  

e7. Where can I get more information about Server-Side Includes? 

More information on Server-Side Includes can be found at  
http://www.carleton.ca/~dmcfet/html/ssi.html 
http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/docs/tutorials/includes.html 

 
[Home] Copyright ©  1998-99 Oltronics, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  
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Server Side Includes -2 

Author: Mark West 
Director of R&D, Questar Microsystems Inc. 

Only Webquest servers support all of the tags outlined in these documents. 
Note:  

For SSI to work you need a text file called .htaccess in the directory you put your HTML 
file in. The file .htaccess must have the following three lines in it: 
Options Indexes FollowSymLinks Includes 
AddType application/x-httpd-cgi .cgi 
AddType text/x-server-parsed-html .html 
Introduction to SSI+:  

Server side includes (SSI)s applied to an HTML document, provide for interactive 
real-time features such as echoing current time, conditional execution based on 
logical comparisons, querying or updating a database, sending an email, etc., with 
no programming or CGI scripts. An SSI consists of a special sequence of 
characters(tokens) on an HTML page. As the page is sent from the HTTP server to 
the requesting client, the page is scanned by the server for these special tokens. 
When a token is found the server interprets the data in the token and performs an 
action based on the token data. The format of a SSI token is as follows : 
<!--#'<tag><variable set> '--> where :  

• <!--# is the opening identifier, a SSI token always starts with this.  
• <tag> is one of the following: echo, include, fsize, flastmod, exec, 

config , odbc, email, if, goto, label, break  
• <variable set> is a set of one or more variables and their values. The 

values allowed here and dependent on the tag and are listed below 
each tag listed below. The format of a variable set is as follows : 
<variable name> '=' '"' variable data '"' <variable name2> '=' '"' 
variable data2 '"' <variable name n> '=' '"' variable datan '"'  

• "-->" is the closing identifier, a SSI token always ends with this.  

SSI tokens may contain special tags (subtokens) which are dereferenced before 
evaluation of the SSI token takes place. Subtokens maybe inserted any place in the 
SSI token. Subtokens are especially useful when forming if, odbc, email, and exec 
tokens (described below) that are based on HTML form data returned from a remote 
client. The format of a subtoken is as follows: '&&'<subtokendata>'&&' where:  

• '&&' is a reserved character sequence defining the beginning and end 
of the subtoken  

• <subtokendata> is any value allowed in an echo token.  
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The following is a list of the currently supported SSI+ tags: 
Echo tag provides for inserting the data of certain variables into an HTML page.  

Include tag provides for inserting the contents of a file into the HTML page at the location 
of the include token.  

Fsize tag provides for inserting the size of a given file into the HTML page at the location 
of the fsize token.  

Flastmod tag provides for inserting the last modification date of a given file into the HTML 
page at the location of the flastmod token.  

Exec tag provides for executing an external executable.  

Config tag provides for setting certain HTML output options.  

Odbc tag provides for querying and updating ODBC databases.  

Email tag provides for sending an email whenever an HTML page is accessed or an HTML 
form is submitted.  

If tag provides for conditional execution of SSI operations and conditional printing of 
HTML text based on logical comparisons.  

Goto tag provides for jumping to a label token without executing any SSI code or printing 
any HTML text between the goto token and label token.  

Label tag provides a place for a goto or if goto token to jump to.  

Break tag provides for termination of HTML documents at any point.  

Go to the Top 
SSI Documents  
An SSI+ document must have a file extension of '.SHT' or '.SHTM'. For the sake of 
efficiency the HTTP server will only scan those documents with the aforementioned 
extensions for SSI+ tokens.  
Go to the Top 
EMail Tag  
The email tag provides for sending an Email whenever an HTML page is accessed or an 
HTML form submitted. The nature of the variables below is defined in RFC 733. The 
variables 'fromhost', 'tohost', 'fromaddress' and 'toaddress' are required, all others are 
optional. 
fromhost defines the name of the smtp host sending the mail. 
tohost defines the name of the smtp host the mail will be sent to. 
fromaddress defines the email address from party. 
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toaddress defines the email address of the recipient party. 
message defines the message body to be sent. 
subject defines the subject field of the message to be sent. 
sender defines the email address sending party. 
replyto defines the email address to which replies should be sent. 
cc defines the courtesy copy email addresses. 
inreplyto defines the inreplyto field of the message to be sent. 
id defines the id field of the message to be sent.  

Example:  

The following document send an email. Suppose we have a form with datum : [First, Last, 
Middle Initial, Company, Address1, Address2, City, State, Zip, Country, Phone, Fax, 
Request, Urgency, ReplyMethod; Email, Subject, Message] we may post that form to an 
HTML document containing the following fragment to send an email.  
<!--#email fromhost=""www.theworld.com"tohost="mailbox.theworld.com" 
message="First -&&First&&, Last - &&Last&&, MI- &&Middle Initial&&, Company - 
&&Company&&, Address - &&Address1&&, &&Address2&&, &&City&&, 
&&State&&, &&Zip&&, &&Country&&, Phone - &&Phone&&, Fax - &&Fax&&, 
Request &&Urgency &&via &&ReplyMethod&&, Message - &&Message&& 
"fromaddress="&&EMail&&" 
toaddress="markw@mailbox.theworld.com"subject="WebMan - &&Subject&&" 
sender="&&EMail&& "replyto="&&EMail&&" cc=" "inreplyto="A WebMan Automated 
E-Mail" id="WebManEMail" -->  
Go to the Top 
If Tag  
The if tag provides for conditional execution of SSI operations, and conditional printing of 
HTML text, based on logical comparisons. The format of the if tag is : 'if' '"'<operand1>'"' 
<operator> '"'<operand2>'"'<operation> where:  

• <operand1> is the first operand of a logical comparison statement  
• <operand2> is the second operand of a logical comparison statement  
• <operator> is the logical comparison method ['==', '!=','<', '>', '!<', '!>']  
• <operation> is the action to take if the logical comparison evaluates to TRUE ['goto 

', 'print', 'error', 'break ', 'errorbreak', 'printbreak']  

 
The operands may be any string or number (integer or floating point). In the event 
that both operands are numbers the comparison will be based on the value of the 
numbers. In the event that one or both of the operands and not numbers, the 
comparison will be based on the alphabetic order of the operands.  

The special case of the NULL operand is defined by two quotes with no characters 
between them. The NULL operand may used to check for the existence of form data 
from the remote client (see example below).  
The operator defines what kind of comparison is performed on the operands:  
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• == The equalto operator evaluates to TRUE if the operands are equal to 
each other.  

• != The notequalto operator evaluates to TRUE if the operands are not equal 
to each other.  

• < The lessthan operator evaluates to TRUE if operand1 is less than 
operand2.  

• > The greaterthan operator evaluates to TRUE if operand1 is greater than 
operand2  

• !< The notlessthan operator evaluates to TRUE if operand1 is not less than 
operand2  

• !> The notgreaterthan operator evaluates to TRUE if operand1 is not 
greater than operand2  

• hasstring The hasstring operator returns TRUE is the text string in operand2 
is found in the operand1 string.  

In the event that the logical comparison evaluates to FALSE, nothing happens, If 
the logical comparison evaluates to TRUE then one of the following operations may 
be performed: 
'goto ' causes a jump to a label token (see below). 
The format of the goto tag is: 
'goto ' <label > 
where <label > is the name of a label defined in a subsequent label tag (see below). 
'print' causes text to be printed. The format of the print tag is: 
'print' <text> 
where <text> is any HTML text or tag.  
'error' causes the current config..error message to be printed.  
'break ' causes termination of the HTML document transmission to the client.  
'errorbreak' causes the current config ..error message to be printed, and then causes 
termination of the HTML document transmission to the client.  
'printbreak' causes text to be printed, and then causes termination of the HTML 
document transmission to the client. The format of the printbreak tag is the same as 
the format of the print tag. Example:  
The following document fragment compares two numbers, if the operands are not 
equal then a goto will jump to a label.  
<!--#if "10" != "20" goto test label --> <p>This should not print 
<!--#label ="testlabel " --> <p>This should print  
Example:  
The following document fragment demonstrates conditional execution based on 
data delivered from an HTML form. Suppose we have two form datum called 
'formdata1' and 'formdata2' and we wish to compare them. The following document 
fragment compares the two operands, if the operands are equal then a goto will 
jump to a label. Otherwise the next line will print and the document will terminate 
on a break token (see below).  
<!--#if "&&formdata1&&" == "&&formdata2&&" goto testlabel --> 
<P>The operands are not equal. <!--#break --> <!--#label 
="testlabel " --> <P>operands are equal.  
Example:  
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The following document fragment prints two different statements depending on 
whether or not the client agent is NCSA Mosaic.  
<!--#if "&&HTTP_USER_AGENT&&" hasstring "Mosaic" goto mosaiclabel -
-> <P>You are not using Mosaic <!--#goto ="defaultlabel" --> <!--
#label ="mosaiclabel" --> <P>You are using Mosaic <!--#label 
="defaultlabel" -->  
Example:  
Suppose we have a form with amongst other things a field named "BOO" and we 
wish to make sure that the remote client user enterted data into the "BOO" field 
before submitting the form. The following document fragment checks for the 
presence of data in the "BOO" field, if data exists then nothing happens, if data does 
not exist then a message will be displayed and the document will terminate.  
<!--#if "BOO" == "" printbreak "<P>You must provide data for the 
BOO field, please resubmit." -->  

Go to the Top 
ODBC Tag  
The odbc tag provides for querying and updating odbc databases. Four variables are 
defined for the odbc token; 'debug', 'connect', 'statement', and 'format'.  
DEBUG  
The debug variable is used to set the SSI+ engine into debug mode. Debug mode provides 
diagnostics of a highly detailed nature from both the SSI engine itself and the local ODBC 
engine. Debug messages appear on the returned HTML document at the position at which 
the errors occur. The debug variable should be used only for development and must be 
removed before production. When the debug variable is present a warning message will 
appear indicating it's presence, this message is benign and will not affect any other aspect 
of the SSI+ engine.  

The format of the debug variable is : 'debug='"<debugstring>"' where; 
<debugstring> is any string and is reserved for future use.  

CONNECT  
The connect variable is used to connect to a pre-existing odbc data source, to allow for 
subsequent statement tag operations on that data source.  

The format of the connect variable is  

'connect="'','',''"' 
where ;  

• <datasource> is the name odbc data source as defined on the local system in the 
odbc configuration utility. CAUTION! the account under which the server is run 
must be granted permission to access the data source.  

• <user name> is the name which to log into the data source.  
• <password> is the password with which to access the data source.  

Example:  
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To connect to a data source called 'odbcsht' as user 'dufus' and password 'dorkboy', one 
would use the following statement:  
 
STATEMENT  
The statement variable is used to submit a Transact SQL statement to the odbc data source. 
The format of a statement variable is as follows: 
  
'statement="''"' 
,where:  

• <SQL Statement> is any Transact SQL statement as defined in odbc and SQL 
reference text and help files.  

Example:  
Suppose one wanted to query the 'CUSTOMERS' table from the above connected 'odbcsht' 
database to return all rows and display each row on a separate line. One may use the 
following sequence of statements:  

• Connect to the database with a connect token as described above.  
• Setup the output format with a statement token as described below.  
• Execute the query: <!--#odbc statement="SELECT NAME, AGE, VISCOSITY 

FROM CUSTOMERS ORDER BY 3, 2, 1" -->  
• Each row of the database will the be inserted into the HTML page per the format 

statement as demonstrated below.  

FORMAT  
The format variable is used to provide a template for the format of data that is returned 
from and odbc query. Use this variable to set up the appearance of data that will be 
returned from subsequent statement tag operations that return data from a database (i.e. the 
SQL statement 'SELECT').  

The format of the format variable is 'format="'<cprintfstatement>'"'where;  
<cprintfstatement> is a standard C language printf format string with the restriction of only 
allowing string (%s) insertions. The user is referred to any C language text for a description 
of this format. The number of instances of %s must be equal to the number of fields 
selected in a the subsequent SQL SELECT statement token.  
Example:  

Suppose one wanted to query the 'CUSTOMERS' table from the above connected 'odbcsht' 
database to display the columns 'name', 'age', and 'viscosity' with each row on a separate 
line. One may use the following sequence of statements:  

1. Connect to the database with a connect token as described above.  
2. Setup the output format:  

<!--#obdc format="<P>Thecustomer's name is %s, and he is %s 
years old, he prefers a motor oil with SPF %s viscosity" -->.  

3. Execute the query with a statement token as described above.  
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4. Each row of the database will the be inserted into the HTML page per the 
format statement. For example if the database has 3 rows the HTML output 
would look something like this:  

Customer's name is Conan, and he is 29 years old, he prefers a motor oil with SPF 
15 viscosity  
Customer's name is Kevin, and he is 45 years old, he prefers a motor oil with SPF 
30 viscosity 
Customer's name is Alan, and he is 43 years old, he prefers a motor oil with SPF 50 
viscosity  

Go to the Top 
Exec Tag  
The exec tag provides for executing an external executable system command. 
cmd The cmd variable is used to specify the name and command line parameters of any 
shell executable command. The format is: 'cmd="'<exename> <argument list>'"' where 
<exename> is the path and/or name of the executable command and <argument list> is the 
list of command line arguments to send to the executable command. If a full path is not 
specified then the 'PATH' environment variable of the server will be searched for the 
executable. A shell executable is any executable that may be executed on the console, this 
allows web administrators and authors to use executables that accept command line 
arguments as an alternative to CGI executables (that accept only environment variables). 
The output of shell executables may be echoed into the HTML document, see the 'config 
..cmdecho' tag for details.  

cgi The cgi variable is used to specify the name a CGI executable(script) relative to the 
base directory of the HTTP server.  
The format is: 'cgi="'<exename>"' where <exename>is the path and name of the CGI 
executable relative to the base directory of the web space. The CGI will be executed and 
any cgi output will be inserted into the current HTML document at the location of the cgi 
token.  

Go to the Top 
Echo Tag  
The echo tag provides for inserting the data of certain variables into an HTML page. The 
only variable under the echo tag is 'var'. The data in an echo token is translated into a string 
that depends on the value in the variable and that string is inserted into the HTML page at 
the location of the echo token in the HTML page. Example; The following string in an 
HTML page :  

The Greenwich Mean Time is <!--#echo var="DATE_GMT"--> and I am so happy to be 
here.  

would resolve at runtime into something like: 
The Greenwich Mean Time is Fri Jul 21 21:24:48 1995 and I am so happy to be here.  
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The values allowed as variable data are available form two sources: Form fields and 
environment variables.  

Form Fields are those datum which are available when a POST operation is performed on a 
SSI enabled HTML document from an HTML form. Each form field may be referenced by 
name. Example:  

Suppose one has an HTML form with several fields defined, one of which is named 'First 
Name'. When an HTTP client POSTs the form to an SSI enabled HTML document with an 
echo token: <--#echo var="First Name" -->, the HTML document will then have the 
contents of the supplied 'First Name' field inserted upon transmission to the client. 
Environment variables are a set of datum defined by the local server and remote client and 
are defined below.  

• DOCUMENT_NAME This variable is the complete local directory path of 
the current document.  

• DOCUMENT_URI This variable is the local path of the current document 
referenced to the base directory of the webspace.  

• QUERY_STRING_UNESCAPED This variable is the unescaped query 
string sent by the client browser, all shell-special characters escaped with \.  

• DATE_LOCAL This variable is current local date and time.  
• DATE_GMT This variable is the current Greenwich Mean date and time.  
• LAST_MODIFIED This variable is the date and time of the last 

modification of the current document.  
• REMOTE_ADDR This variable is the IP address of the remote client 

browser.  
• QUERY_STRING This variable is the raw query string sent from the 

remote browser.  
• SERVER_SOFTWARE This variable is the name of the HTTP server 

software.  
• SERVER_NAME This variable is the local computer name of the HTTP 

server.  
• GATEWAY_INTERFACE This variable is the name/version of the 

Common Gateway Interface served on this HTTP server.  
• SERVER_PROTOCOL This variable is the name/version of HTTP served 

on this HTTP server  
• SERVER_PORT This variable is the IP port the HTTP server is answering 

on.  
• REQUEST_METHOD This variable is the method by which the current 

document was requested.  
• PATH_INFO This variable is the extra path info that is sent. This 

information is regarded as virtual (the path is relative to the base directory of 
the HTTP server).  

• PATH_TRANSLATED This variable is the 'PATH_INFO' variable 
translated from virtual to local (physical) disk location.  
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• SCRIPT_NAME This variable is the virtual path of the script being 
executed.  

• REMOTE_HOST This variable is the host name of the remote client.  
• AUTH_TYPE This variable is the authentication method used to validate 

the remote client.  
• REMOTE_USER This variable is the user name used to validate 

authentication from the remote client.  
• REMOTE_IDENT This variable is the remote user name if supporting 

RFC931 identification.  
• CONTENT_TYPE This variable is the content type of the attached 

information in the case of a POST or PUT.  
• CONTENT_LENGTH This variable is the length of the attached 

information in the case of a POST or PUT.  
• HTTP_ACCEPT This variable is a comma separated list of mime types 

that are accepted by the remote browser.  
• HTTP_USER_AGENT This variable is the name of the remote client 

browser software.  
• REFERER This variable is the ULR of the HTML document which 

referred the remote client to this document.  
• FROM This variable is the name (most likely the-mail address) of the 

remote client user.  
• FORWARDED This variable is the name of the proxy server through 

which this document is being processed.  
• ACCEPT_LANGUGE This variable lists the human languages that are 

acceptable to the remote client.  
• HTTP_COOKIE This variable contains the cookie sent by the remote 

client, and is explained in detail below.  

Go to the Top 
Include Tag  
The include tag provides for inserting the contents of a file into the HTML page at the 
location of the include token. The SSI+ include tag is fully recursive, each document 
inserted may itself contain further SSI+ insert tokens or any other SSI+ tokens.  

virtual The virtual variable is used to specify a file path/name relative to the base directory 
of the HTTP server. The format is: 'virtual="'<filename>'"' where <filename>a file 
path/name relative to the base directory of the HTTP server.  

file The file variable is used to specify a file path/name relative to the directory of the 
current document. The format is: 'file="'<filename>'"' where <filename>a file path/name 
relative to the directory of the current document. Example:  

The following token on an HTML document inserts all text and SSI+ tokens from the file 
<html base directory>'SSI\INSERT.SHT'into the current document before transmission 
back to the client browser:  
<!--#include virtual="SSI\INSERT.SHT" -->  
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Go to the Top 
FSize Tag  
The fsize tag provides for inserting the size of the given file into the HTML page at the 
location of the fsize token.  

• virtual The virtual variable is used to specify a file path/name relative to the base 
directory of the HTTP server. The format is: 'virtual="'<filename>'"' where 
<filename>a file path/name relative to the base directory of the HTTP server.  

• file The file variable is used to specify a file path/name relative to the directory of 
the current document. The format is: 'file="'<filename>'"' where <filename>a file 
path/name relative to the directory of the current document.  

Example:  
The following token on an HTML document inserts the size of file 'SSI\INSERT.SHT' into 
the current document before transmission back to the client browser:  
<!--#fsize virtual="SSI\INSERT.SHT" -->  
Go to the Top 
FLastMod Tag  
The flastmod tag provides for inserting the size of the given file into the HTML page at the 
location of the flastmod token.  

• virtual The virtual variable is used to specify a file path/name relative to the base 
directory of the HTTP server. The format is: 'virtual="'<filename>'"' where 
<filename>a file path/name relative to the base directory of the HTTP server.  

• file The file variable is used to specify a file path/name relative to the directory of 
the current document. The format is: 'file="'<filename>'"' where <filename>a file 
path/name relative to the directory of the current document.  

Example:  
The following token on an HTML document inserts the size of file 'SSI\INSERT.SHT' into 
the current document before transmission back to the client browser:  
<!--#fsize virtual="SSI\INSERT.SHT" -->  
Go to the Top 
Config Tag  
The config tag provides for setting certain HTML output options.  

• errmsg The errmsg variable is used to set the error message that gets printed when 
the SSI+ engine encounters a parsing error or unavailable required data. This 
variable is retained for compatability with standard SSI, you may wish to use the 
onerr variable instead.  

• timefmt The timefmt variable is used to set the format of echo..time SSI+ token 
output.  

• sizefmt The sizefmt variable is used to set the format of echo..size SSI+ token 
output.  
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• cmdecho The cmdecho variable is used to set the output option of subsequent 
exec..cmd tokens. The format is 'cmdecho'='"<onoroff>"'where < onoroff> is either 
'ON' or 'OFF'. When the SSI+ parsing engine encounters an exec ..cmd token it 
executes the command. If the command returns output then that output may be 
echoed into the HTML document or it may be ignored. The format of the data 
echoed is dependent on the presence or absence of config..cmdprefix and 
config..cmdpostfix tokens in the document. In the absence of config..cmdprefix and 
config..cmdpostfix tokens the output will be echoed exactly as returned with no 
formatting and no special character interpretation. In the presence of 
config..cmdprefix and/or config..cmdpostfix tokens the output will be formatted and 
interpreted. To activate echoing set cmdecho to 'ON' otherwise set it to 'OFF'. The 
default is ' OFF'.  

• cmdprefix The cmdprefix variable is used to set the string prefixed to each line out 
output from subsequent exec ..cmd tokens. The format is 
'cmdprefix="'<string>"'where <string> is any character string and/or HTML format 
tags. When the SSI+ parsing engine encounters an exec..cmdtoken it executes the 
command. If the command returns output then that output may be echoed into the 
HTML document or it maybe ignored. If the output is echoed (see 'cmdecho' 
above),then each line output from the executable will be prefixed with the string 
supplied before being echoed into the HTML document.  

• cmdpostfix The cmdpostfix variable is used to set the string appended to the end of 
each line out output from subsequent exec..cmd tokens. The format is 
'cmdpostfix="'<string>"'where <string> is any character string and/or HTML 
format tags. When the SSI+ parsing engine encounters an exec..cmdtoken it 
executes the command. If the command returns output then that output may be 
echoed into the HTML document or it maybe ignored. If the output is echoed (see 
'cmdecho' above),then each line output from the executable will be appended with 
the string supplied before being echoed into the HTML document.  

• onerr The onerr variable is used to set the action to be taken when the SSI+ engine 
encounters an error. The format is 'onerr="'<action>"'where <action> is one of the 
following tags.  

'  

o goto ' causes a jump to a label token (see below). The format of the goto tag 
is: 'goto ' <label > where <label > is the name of a label defined in a 
subsequent label tag (see below).  

o 'print' causes text to be printed. The format of the print tag is:  
o 'print "'<text>"' where <text> is any HTML text or tag.  
o 'error' causes the current config..error message to be printed.  
o 'break ' causes termination of the HTML document transmission to the 

client.  
o 'errorbreak' causes the current config..error message to be printed, and then 

causes termination of the HTML document transmission to the client.  
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o 'printbreak' causes text to be printed, and then causes termination of the 
HTML document transmission to the client. The format of the printbreak tag 
is the same as the format of the print tag.  

Example:  
The following token on an HTML document sets the SSI+ error message to '*** ERROR 
***'. From this point on down when an error occurs in the SSI+ parsing engine the message 
'*** ERROR ***'will be inserted into the HTML document at the location of the offending 
SSI+ statement.  
<!--#config errmsg="*** ERROR ***" -->  
Example:  
The following token on an HTML document sets the SSI+ error action to print a message 
and terminate the document. From this point on down when an error occurs in the SSI+ 
parsing engine the message will be inserted into the HTML document at the location of the 
offending SSI+ statement, and the document will be terminated  
<!--#config onerr="printbreak "Sorry, we encountered an error while 
processing your document."" -->  
Example:  
Suppose you wish to create an HTML document that performs a 'PING' operation on 
address '204.96.64.171' and then echo the results back to the client browser, with each line 
echoed as an element in an unnumbered list. Insert the following lines into your HTML 
document:  
<UL> 
<!--#config cmdecho="ON" --> 
<!--#config cmdprefix="  
•  " --> 
<!--#exec cmd="ping 204.96.64.171 -w 20000" --> 
</UL> When the document is accessed by a remote browser the output would look 
something like this: Pinging 204.96.64.171 with 32 bytes of data: Reply from 
204.96.64.171: bytes=32 time<10ms TTL=32 Reply from 204.96.64.171: bytes=32 
time<10ms TTL=32 Reply from 204.96.64.171: bytes=32 time<10ms TTL=32 Reply from 
204.96.64.171: bytes=32 time<10ms TTL=32  
Go to the Top 
Goto Tag  
The goto tag provides for jumping to a label token without executing any SSI code or 
printing any HTML text between the goto token and the label token. The format of the goto 
tag is: 'goto ="'<label >'"' where <label > is the name of a label defined in a subsequent 
label tag (see below).  

Example. The following document fragment demonstrates a goto to a label.  
<!--#goto ="testlabel" --> <P>This line will not print. <!--#label 
="testlabel" --> <P>This line will print.  

Go to the Top 
Label Tag  
The label tag provides a place for a goto or if..goto token to jump. The format of the label 
tag is: 'label ="'<label>'"' where <label> is any string less than 51 characters long without 
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space(' ') characters. When the SSI+ engine encounters a label token nothing happens, it is 
simply a place holder for a previous goto to jump to.  
Go to the Top 
Break Tag  
The break tag provides for termination of the HTML document at any point. When the 
SSI+ engine encounters a break token, the HTML document is immediately truncated and 
transmission to the client is ended.  
Example. The following document fragment demonstrates a break token.  
<P>This line will print. <!--#break --> <P>This line will not print 
because the document has been truncated and transmission to the client is 
terminated.  
Well I hope this tutorial has been useful to you, if you have any comments please feel free 
to contact me, if you still have questions follow this link and they will be answered. If you 
feel you must e-mail somebody about your problem try Mark West, his address is at the top 
of this page. This is part of my HTML Writer's Reference Guide, through there you will 
find answers to all your HTML related questions 
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CHAPTER 14 
 

Shockwave Flash FAST animation creation 
 

Now I am going to teach a secret one, which you should attempt with caution. The 
editing of pre built shockwave flash (*.swf) files. This method of learning Flash may 
not be a ACADEMIC one, but it is by far the fastest, easiest way to understand the 
mind of FLASH.  
 
Open FLASH 5, hope you have it. Now import any *.swf file you have downloaded from 
the internet. STOP! How you can download *.SWF files?, obviously they can not be 
saved like a *.GIF files, by right clicking on the gif in the browser. So here we use a 
TOOL called Cache Auditor. If you don’t have this download it from 
www.webknacks.com or ask updated Saivaneri web tools CD-2 from 
pasug@yahoo.com .  
 
The cache auditor program allows us to download the shockwave files which we saw 
on the yahoo or any other popular advert oriented sites. Just import these swf files in 
Flash  and edit the symbols! 
 
SYMBOLS or the graphics listed in the PANEL -> LIBRARY menu. Browse thru the 
symbols and edit the text or graphics found on the swf file. 
 
Okay, now the first part of CRACKING is over. But you ask me is it wrong to do it?. 
YES!. But as long us you do this for learning purpose, nobody will catch you, after 
taking the learning path, try to modify the same flash movie, so that you can produce 
your own movie. 
 
Now the 2nd part of CRACKING!. Some SWF files can not be imported to the Flash. It 
says, copy protected material, can not open. If you WANT TO open it, there is still a 
method, goto www.buracks.com/unlockswf for a copy of unlocking software. This is 
also a freeware. 
 
Practicals 
Do a SWF file import to flash and edit it, then host it on your website, using the tags 
found in chapter 4. If you have doubts, please ask me. Then tell me to visit the site.  
Please don’t send any email attachment of your practicals, it takes lot of time to 
download. Best of luck! 
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CHAPTER 15 
 

LTNS, isn’t it?. But we have got to know more in the meantime. This chapter explains 
How To Host FREE DATABASE ENABLED WEBSITE. Normally you would have to pay at 
least Rs.1000 per annum to add database support to a Linux server. For windows too. 
So the total cost of owning a website gets higher than ever. There are free solutions to 
this in the form of www.brinkster.com for Access based databases, or free FLAT FILE 
data basing solutions for LINUX servers. 
 
We will see how to host on brinkster an access database. It’s really fast and simple. No 
ads, no fee, just pull the code below and eNjoY!. 
 
The ASP (Active Server Pages) code to call a MS Access GUEST BOOK DATABASE:- 
To test run the ASP scripts, you must have PWS (personal web server) for windows 98 
loaded on your system. On a Windows XP machine IIS (Internet Information Server) is 
already installed on your system. You can start your local web server by typing your  
 
http://machine name (in my case it is http://pasco) 
http://localhost 
http://127.0.0.1 
 
Remember these URLs are running on LOCAL MACHINE only, so cannot by accessed on 
the WWW. 
 
All local machine servers have a folder called C:\Inetpub\wwwroot. This is the folder 
where your htm. Html or asp pages are published. You can publish to your local server 
from Macromedia Dream weaver or MS FrontPage. Or you can directly go to the folder 
wwwroot and create a subfolder for your web site, and then do all these practice 
exercise as given in this chapter. You can name a folder called Tutorial so that our 
examples will run from there 
 
To run the following code, copy the following ASP files and Database.mdb file to the 
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Tutorial folder. You can call the asp file now by typing 
http://localhost/database1.asp 
 

Creating a Guest Book using a Database 

This lesson requires that you have Microsoft Access installed on your system  

Guest books allow your Web site visitors to leave behind information, such as their names, e-
mail addresses, and comments. In this lesson, you perform the following tasks after creating an 
Access database:  

• Example 1   Create an ASP page to connect to the database using only the ADO 
Connection object.  
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Create an Access Database 

Create an Access database called GuestBook.mdb, and save it in 
x:\Inetpub\Wwwroot\Tutorial. Create a table in the database called GuestBook. Use the Create 
Table Using Design View option in Access to add the following fields and properties:  

Field Name Data Type Field General Properties 

FID AutoNumber Field Size=Long Integer,  
New Values=Increment,  
Indexed=Yes(No Duplicates) 

FTB1 Text Field Size=255,  
Required=No,  
Allow Zero Length=Yes,  
Indexed=No 

FTB2 Text Field Size=255,  
Required=No,  
Allow Zero Length=Yes,  
Indexed=No 

FTB3 Text Field Size=255,  
Required=No,  
Allow Zero Length=Yes,  
Indexed=No 

FTB4 Text Field Size=255,  
Required=No,  
Allow Zero Length=Yes,  
Indexed=No 

FMB1 Memo Required=No,  
Allow Zero Length=Yes 

 

Create an ASP Page to Add Data to Your Access Database 

Now that you have created a database, you can build an ASP page to connect to your database 
and read incoming data using Microsoft ActiveX®  Data Objects (ADO). ADO is a collection of 
objects with methods and properties that can manipulate data in almost any type of database. 
(If you plan to use databases frequently, you should purchase a programmer's reference book 
for ADO. Only the most basic ADO code is illustrated in the following examples, enough to open, 
read in, and write to a database.)   

The next two examples produce the same results; however, the first example uses only the 
Connection object, and the second example gives part of the job to the Command object, 
which is much more powerful. Compare both examples to see how the objects become 
connected together. After you are comfortable with the objects, use an ADO programmer's 
reference to experiment with more methods and properties.  

To see an example of an ADO error in your ASP page, try browsing to the page after renaming 
your database, after entering a typing mistake in the connection string, or after making the 
database Read Only.  
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Example 1: Using Only the ADO Connection Object –  The ASP SCRIPT  

Copy and paste the following code in your text editor, and save the file as GuestBook1.asp in 
the x:\Inetpub\Wwwroot\Tutorial directory. View the example with your browser by typing 
http://localhost/Tutorial/GuestBook1.asp in the address bar.  

  <%@ Language=VBScript %>  
 
  <html>  
  <head>  
  <title>Guest Book Using Connection Object Only</title>  
  </head>  
  <body>  
  <font face="MS Gothic">  
  <h2>Guest Book Using Connection Object Only</h2>  
 
  <%  
   If Not Request.QueryString("Message") = "True" Then  
     'No information has been input yet, so provide the form.  
  %>  
     <p>  
     <FORM NAME="GuestBook1" METHOD="GET" 
ACTION="guestbook1.asp">  
     <table>  
       <tr>  
       <td><font face="MS Gothic">From:</td><td><INPUT 
TYPE="TEXT" NAME="From"></td>  
       </tr><tr>  
       <td><font face="MS Gothic">E-mail 
Address:</td><td><INPUT TYPE="TEXT" NAME="EmailAdd"></td>  
       </tr><tr>  
       <td><font face="MS Gothic">CC:</td><td><INPUT 
TYPE="TEXT" NAME="CC"></td>  
       </tr><tr>  
       <td><font face="MS Gothic">Subject:</td><td><INPUT 
TYPE="TEXT" NAME="Subject"></td>  
       </tr>  
     </table>  
     Message:<br><TEXTAREA NAME="Memo" ROWS=6 
COLS=70></TEXTAREA>  
     </p>  
 
     <p>  
     <INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="Message" VALUE="True">  
     <INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="Submit Information">  
     </FORM>  
     </p>  
  <%  
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   Else  
     'The HIDDEN button above sets the Message variable to 
True.  
     'We know now that form data has been entered.  
 
     'Get the data from the form. We will be inserting it into 
the database.  
     'Access doesn't like some characters, such as single-
quotes, so encode the  
     ' data using the HTMLEncode method of the ASP Server 
object.  
     dim strTB1, strTB2, strTB3, strTB4, strMB1, strCommand  
     strTB1 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("From"))  
     strTB2 = 
Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("EMailAdd"))  
     strTB3 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("CC"))  
     strTB4 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("Subject"))  
     strMB1 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("Memo"))  
 
     'This is a connection string. ADO uses it to connect to a 
database through the Access driver.  
     'It needs the provider name of the Access driver and the 
name of the Access database.  
     'Connection strings are slightly different, depending on 
the provider being used,  
     ' but they all use semicolons to separate variables.  
     'If this line causes and error, search in your registry 
for  
     ' Microsoft.JET to see if 4.0 is your version.  
     strProvider = "Provider=Microsoft.JET.OLEDB.4.0;Data 
Source=C:\InetPub\Wwwroot\Tutorial\guestbook.mdb;"  
 
     'This creates an instance of an ADO Connection object.  
     'There are 4 other ADO objects available to you, each with 
different methods and  
     'properties that allow you to do almost anything with 
database data.  
     Set objConn = server.createobject("ADODB.Connection")  
 
     'The Open method of the Connection object uses the 
connection string to  
     ' create a connection to the database.  
     objConn.Open strProvider  
 
     'Define the query.  
     'There are many types of queries, allowing you to add, 
remove, or get data.  
     'This query will add your data into the database, using 
the INSERT INTO key words.  
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     'Here, GuestBook is the name of the table.  
     'You need single-quotes around strings here.  
     strCommand = "INSERT INTO GuestBook 
(FTB1,FTB2,FTB3,FTB4,FMB1) VALUES ('"  
     strCommand = strCommand & strTB1 & "','" & strTB2 & "','" 
& strTB3 & "','" & strTB4 & "','" & strMB1  
     strCommand = strCommand & "')"  
 
     'Execute the query to add the data to the database.  
     objConn.Execute strCommand  
 
     Response.Write("Thank you! Your data has been added.")  
 
     End If  
  %>  
 
  </font>  
  </body>  
  </html>  

see to that your database PATH is correctly mentioned in the 
script. 

Now how to upload this file to www.brinkster.com ? 

Go get a FREE 20 MB webspace in www.brinkster.com the URL to 
your site is normally http://www26.brinkster.com/yoursitename/ 

While registering be careful because the username and site name 
is to be same. 

My site name is http://www26.brinkster.com/vkplexa/ 

Check with my site name by going to these URLS 

http://www26.brinkster.com/vkplexa/brinkguestbook.asp 

http://www26.brinkster.com/vkplexa/brinksai_gals.asp 

after registering an account with brinkster, go to file 
manager, upload your ASP files to the root folder there, and 
upload database files to /db folder. 

The working of ASP on the brinkster is slightly different so be 
careful to amend the ASP file on your local machine before 
uploading the file to the brinkster server. 
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AMENDMENTS TO BE DONE ON DATABASE.ASP FILE BEFORE UPLOAD TO 
BRINKSTER (RED COLORED TEXT IS THE ONLY AMENDMENTSALL OTHER 
TEXT ARE SAME) 

NAME THIS FILE AS brinkguestbook.asp THEN UPLOAD TO YOUR SITE. 

<%@ Language=VBScript %>  
  <html>  
  <head>  
  <title>Guest Book Using Connection Object Only</title>  
  </head>  
  <body>  
  <font face="MS Gothic">  
  <h2>Guest Book Using Connection Object Only</h2>  
 
  <%  
   If Not Request.QueryString("Message") = "True" Then  
     'No information has been input yet, so provide the form.  
  %>  
     <p>  
     <FORM NAME="GuestBook1" METHOD="GET" ACTION="brinkguestbook.asp">  
     <table>  
       <tr>  
       <td><font face="MS Gothic">From:</td><td><INPUT TYPE="TEXT" 
NAME="From"></td>  
       </tr><tr>  
       <td><font face="MS Gothic">E-mail Address:</td><td><INPUT TYPE="TEXT" 
NAME="EmailAdd"></td>  
       </tr><tr>  
       <td><font face="MS Gothic">CC:</td><td><INPUT TYPE="TEXT" 
NAME="CC"></td>  
       </tr><tr>  
       <td><font face="MS Gothic">Subject:</td><td><INPUT TYPE="TEXT" 
NAME="Subject"></td>  
       </tr>  
     </table>  
     Message:<br><TEXTAREA NAME="Memo" ROWS=6 COLS=70></TEXTAREA>  
     </p>  
 
     <p>  
     <INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="Message" VALUE="True">  
     <INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="Submit Information">  
     </FORM>  
     </p>  
  <%  
   Else  
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     dim strTB1, strTB2, strTB3, strTB4, strMB1, strCommand  
     strTB1 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("From"))  
     strTB2 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("EMailAdd"))  
     strTB3 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("CC"))  
     strTB4 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("Subject"))  
     strMB1 = Server.HTMLEncode(Request.QueryString("Memo"))  
 
'use your site name 
 
Set oConn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
sConnection = "Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0;" & _ 
              "Data Source=" & Server.MapPath("\vkplexa\db\guestbook.mdb") & ";" & _ 
              "Persist Security Info=False" 
oConn.Open(sConnection) 
 
 
      
     strCommand = "INSERT INTO GuestBook (FTB1,FTB2,FTB3,FTB4,FMB1) 
VALUES ('" 
     strCommand = strCommand & strTB1 & "','" & strTB2 & "','" & strTB3 & "','" & 
strTB4 & "','" & strMB1  
     strCommand = strCommand & "')"  
 
           
 oConn.Execute strCommand  
 oConn.Close 
 
     Response.Write("Thank you! Your data has been added.")  
 
     End If  
  %>  
 
  </font>  
  </body>  
  </html> 

PRACTISE:- 

DO THIS CHAPTER AT YOUR HOME AND ON THE SERVER. CALL ME TO 
VISIT IT. NEXT CHAPTER WE WILL SEE HOW TO SEARCH, VIEW, DELETE 
THE RECORDS IN THE DATABASE. 
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CHAPTER 16 

In this chapter we will see what are the possible ways to 
create a web album, that is a website with your near and dear 
pictures. 

The webalbum can be easily created with many useful software, 
like JAlbum. This software is a freeware, and it has got a 
splendid list of features like slide show, film strip, etc.. 
all these are different possible good look ways to present 
your family web album. 

Download it form here.. http://www.datadosen.se/jalbum 

This software works with java so, u should have java ide 
loaded on your pc. This software comes with it so load it 
when it asks. In windows xp you should load Java IDE in the 
folder of the JAlbum. After installation just give the path 
of your poto files. All the pictures under the given folder 
will be made as a html web album, ready to upload. The JAlbum 
software also has inbuilt ftp capability so that you can 
upload the potos, htm files to your server. 

Try it, I am sure you will like it! 

Otherwise, you can use MS FrontpageXP to create a poto album 
feature. This is also fast and easy, this is called as 
potogallery. 

Open frontpage, click insert > components > poto gallery  

Now you can create 4 different types of web poto gallery by 
this tool. 

Enjoy! 

Practical:- 

Do it and tell me to visit ur site! 
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CHAPTER 17 

Hello LTNS? is it not?, well in this age of boiling 
technology, new things need to be digested before it can be 
discussed? So here we are, going to discuss a new way to 
present your web site, via the NEWS CHANNEL. 

Every body wants that their web site should be as mobile as 
possible. Yes, it is possible today to present your websites 
on to your mobile phones and PDAs so that people are not 
disconnected from your website when they are moving around. 
Principally, we need a WAP server to host your site 
http://wap.saivaneri.org/ say for example. But hosting a new 
site may not be the economical way for simple souls like you 
and me. So what can we do? Go for a RSS file! 

RSS? Indian people may get saffron sweat while hearing this 
word, but it is not what it sounds like, it is Rich Source 
Syndicate or …. 

RSS is a web technology, by which we can create a news 
channel for any http://www.anysite.anyextension  

Strictly speaking this syndication of sources born for NEWS 
channels so that one can view multiple sites art the same 
time like news headlines aggregated from different news feeds 
around the world. So the user gets a whale of news in a whiff 
of time. So he goes thru the feeds, clicks his topics of 
interest and goes on to read it. Or he may even read the same 
news from different news web sites so that getting the 
picture more clear and clever. 

This AGGREGATION of news is now extended to all other 
websites also so that you can have a SYNICATION of many web 
feeds to compare at the same time and decide on which site to 
click. 

Famous AGGREGATORS are www.moreover.com , www.news.google.com 
,and more. The robots of these web sites visit our site pages 
(typically *.htm, *.html pages) and create a web feed news 
channel (typically *.rss, *.js files) that can be read by 
news readers (a software to read RSS files). 

RSS files too have some version tangles. RSS 0.91 is a 
popular std. where as RSS 1.0 is the latest and has more new 
features. 
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The good news of the RSS file is that it is easily readable 
in any mobile WAP machines like your mobile phone and PDAs. 

You can create FREE news channels for your site at 
www.myRSS.com . then you can try to visit the site thru the 
news readers or WAP machines. Give it a try, then tell me how 
the eXPerience is!.  

Also you can configure the news readers in such a way that 
the news reader should automatically download the pages from 
the channel if it updated. Frequent visit to the site is not 
needed to check up whether the site is updated or not. 

Popular news readers/aggregators are… 

Ampheta 
yahoo messenger news tab  
(and other tabs also aggregate relevant contents) 
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CHAPTER 18 

Hi Folks! LTNS? Isn’t it?. Anyhow, time is a great healer and 
teacher. I will discuss what it has taught me in the gap. 

PHP file uploader 

Okay u all have started a website and asked people to visit 
the site. Some body out there wants to send files/images to 
you at the site itself, not by email or other methods. So u 
need a FILE UPLOAD form at the site and the uploaded file 
should reach the /uploads folder of your website. How to do 
this? 

PHP (recursive acronym PHP: Hyper Text Preprocessor) is a 
typical web language runs on both server and client side. It 
has grown powerful over years. Like any UNIX/*NIX based 
languages, this is also a bit difficult to master, but more 
useful for webmasters. It has got beautiful security, and 
puts MS ASP to shame by its simplicity and elegance. 

 

THINGS TO DO ON THE SERVER 

1. INSTALL PHP AT C:\PHP (RECOMMDED) 
2. NOW GO TO >CONTROL PANEL> ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES> 

IISERVICES >WEBSITES >DEFAULT WEBSITE(OR YOUR SITE 
NAME)> 

3. HERE, RIGHT CLICK ON YOUR SITE’S NAME AND GO TO 
PROPERTIES >DIRECTORIES THEN TICK MARK  
A- SCRIPT SOURCE ACCESS 
B- READ, WRITE ACCESS –CHECK THIS IF U WANT TO 
UPLOAD FILES HERE 

4. ON DIRECTORY SECURITY TAB-EDIT USERNAME PASSWD FOR 
ANONYMOUS ACCESS 

5. NOW EDIT THE PHP.INI FILE AT THE C:\WINDOWS\ 
DIRECTORY (IN XP) AS GIVEN BELOW 
register_globals = On 
file_uploads = On 
upload_tmp_dir = C:\inetpub\wwwroot\uploads (OR 
YOUR WEBSITE DIR) 
 upload_max_filesize = 2M 
extension_dir = c:\PHP\extensions –THIS IS VERY 
IMPORTANT AS U WOULD BE INSTALLING PHP AT C:\PHP 
ONLY (RECOMMNDED) 
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THINGS TO DO ON THE .PHP SCRIPT FILE 

1. THESE FILES ARE FREELY AVALILABLE ON THE WEB. NO 
NEED TO PROGRAM ONE. I ALSO ADDED A SAMPLE 
UPDOWN.PHP FILE HERE. LITTLE EDITING REQD. IN 
THIS FILE TO SUIT UR NEEDS 

Now the code updown.php 

<? 
$sizelimit = "yes"; //Do you want a size limit, yes or no? 
$sizebytes = "200000"; //size limit in bytes-200KB 
$dl = "d:\\inetpub\\wwwroot\\uploads\\"; //url where files are uploaded 
$absolute_path = "d:\\inetpub\\wwwroot\\uploads\\"; //Absolute path to where files are 
uploaded 
$websiteurl = "http://pasco/saivaneri/"; //Url to you website 
$websitename = "Saivaneri.org"; 
 
switch($action) { 
default: 
echo" 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Upload Or Download</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<a href=$PHP_SELF?action=upload>Upload File</a> 
 <a href=$PHP_SELF?action=download>Download File</a> 
 <a href=$websiteurl>Return to $websitename</a> 
<br><br> 
Powered by <a href=http://www.zachwhite.com/>PHP Uploader Downloader</a> 
</body> 
</html>"; 
break; 
case "download": 
echo " 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>File Download</title> 
</head> 
<body><a href=$PHP_SELF?action=upload>Upload File</a> <a href=$websiteurl>Return 
to $websitename</a>"; 
$list = "<table width=700 border=1 bordercolor=#000000 style=\"border-collapse: 
collapse\">"; 
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$list .= "<tr><td width=700><center><b>Click To Download</b></center></td></tr>"; 
$dir = opendir($absolute_path); 
while($file = readdir($dir)) { 
if (($file != "..") and ($file != ".")) { 
$list .= "<tr><td width=700><center><a href=$dl/$file>$file</a></center></td></tr>"; 
} 
} 
$list .= "</table>"; 
echo $list; 
echo" 
<br><br> 
Powered by <a href=http://www.zachwhite.com/>PHP Uploader Downloader</a> 
</body> 
</html>"; 
break; 
 
case "upload": 
echo" 
<html> 
 
<head> 
<title>File Upload</title> 
</head> 
 
<body> 
 
<form method=POST action=$PHP_SELF?action=doupload enctype=multipart/form-data> 
<p>File to upload:<br> 
<input type=file name=file size=30> 
<p><button name=submit type=submit> 
Upload 
</button> 
</form> 
<br><br> 
Powered by <a href=http://www.zachwhite.com/>PHP Uploader Downloader</a> 
</body> 
 
</html>"; 
break; 
 
 
//File Upload 
case "doupload": 
$dir = "dir"; 
if ($file != "") { 
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if (file_exists("$absolute_path/$file_name")) { 
die("File already exists"); 
} 
 
if (($sizelimit == "yes") && ($file_size > $sizebytes)) { 
die("File is to big. It must be $sizebytes (200KB) or less."); 
} 
 
 
@copy($file, "$absolute_path/$file_name") or die("The file you are trying to upload 
couldn't be copied to the server"); 
 
} else { 
die("Must select file to upload"); 
} 
echo " 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>File Uploaded</title> 
</head> 
<body>"; 
echo $file_name." was uploaded"; 
echo "<br> 
<a href=$PHP_SELF?action=upload>Upload Another File</a> 
<a href=$PHP_SELF?action=download> Download File</a> 
<a href=$websiteurl> Return to $websitename</a><br><br> 
Powered by <a href=http://www.zachwhite.com/>PHP Uploader Downloader</a> 
</body> 
</html>"; 
break; 
 
} 
?> 

2. C:\\inetpub\\wwwroot\\uploads\\ THIS IS THE 
ABSOLUTE PATH. NOTE THE TWO SLASHES. THIS IS FOR 
PHP NOT TO IGNORE THE SINGLE SLASH. 

3. C:\\inetpub\\wwwroot\\uploads\\ THIS IS ALSO 
SAME FOR TEMPORARY DIRECTORY BEFORE THE FILE 
BEING MOVED. KEEP IT SAME, DEAR! 

4. THIS SAMPLE PHP CAN UPLOAD OR DOWNLOAD ANY FILE 
UPTO THE LIMITS IMPOSED BY THE PHP.INI FILE. 

5. NOW EDIT THE FILE NOTEPAD AND PUT IT IN THE IIS 
ROOT FOLDER (WWWROOT) OR UR SITE’S ROOT FLDER 

6. USE IT AND CHECK IT ON IIS 
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7. THE ABOVE EXAMPLE CAN BE USED ON PWS (PERSONAL 
WEB SERVER) ON WIN98,ME OR IIS 3 TO 5 ON NT-
4,2000,XP.  

8. THE ABOVE EXAMPLES ARE OPTMIZED FOR WIN XP & IIS 
ONLY. FOR OTHER O/S PLEASE ASK ME, I WILL HELP 
YOU. 
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CHAPTER 19 

Okay Boys and Girls! Our tuition is long – unlimited one 
isn’t it?. But I find no reason to keep the knowledge to 
myself, it’s always better to spread it. 
 

What I learnt in this Winter? 
Well that’s not a million Dollar Question, yet it has a 

useful answer. 
 

HOSTING A REGIONAL LANGUAGE WEB SITE 
 WITH OUT USING ANY DYNAMIC FONT TECHNOLOGY! 

In previous Chapters, I blah – blahed about Dynamic Fonts, 
and how to BURN a PFR font or EOT font and use it on your 
HTML CSS STYLE TAGS so that your site will run that IDIOTIC 
dynamic font, slowing down the server and produce an 
imperfect bitmapped regional script, much to the chagrin of 
language loving souls. Thank god, no viruses spread due to 
that Goddamn Active X downloads. (Sensitive people pardon 
me). 

But Wisdom dawned sooner than later. So UTF-8 is born. Tamils 
or for that matter any mother tongue loving person can 
rejoice that fact. 

In 2002, Mr. Suratha Yazhvanan of Nuremberg Germany put a 
beautiful web page, here.. 
http://www.jaffnalibrary.com/tools/Unicode.htm 
That’s more than a page. It is the key for your web site’s 
lingual FREEDOM. 

What UTF-8 means? 
Unicode.org is an organization to spread computers to all 
languages of the world. It develops fonts coded universally 
so that all Operating Systems and Cross Platforms can support 
it, show it. 

FYK, I now run Mandrake Linux 9 with Tamil Commands. Yes, all 
windows, title bars, right clicks has TAMIL. How do ya like 
it on windows too?. 

So the same thing can be extended to WEB SITES also. So no 
need to download, no need to BURN a Dynamic fonts. No 
Whistle, No Bustle.  
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By default Windows 2000, Windows XP has Arial Unicode MS and 
Latha Fonts as TAMIL fonts 

You can enable this as Default Font in the Internet Explorer 
by right clicking the IE icon on Desktop -> properties -> 
Fonts -> Arial Unicode ->Language script -> Tamil 

That’s a basic setting. You don’t even need to be permanently 
set it to view Tamil. 

But in a web page just use this meta tag =THIS IS MUST 
<META content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" http-equiv=Content-
Type> 

You can define the <Font> tags like this also, or just leave 
it blank, because the above meta tag automatically invokes 
Arial Unicode as the default font to show the site. =THIS IS 
NOT MANDATORY 

"FONT-FAMILY: 
aAvarangal,TAU_1_ELANGO_Barathi,Latha,TSCu_InaiMathi,TSCu_Aru
lMathi,TSCu_InaiKathir,InaiKathir_Unicode,Code2000,TSC_Avaran
gal,TabAvarangal2,Latha,InaiMathi_Unicode,InaiKathir_Unicode,
Arial Unicode MS; FONT-SIZE: 14px; HEIGHT: 200px; WIDTH: 
100%" 

This is for safety only, just in case the user does not have 
fonts, or corrupted the Arial Unicode or Latha fonts etc.. 
cases =THIS IS FOR WORST CASE SCENARIO 

<STYLE type=text/css>@font-face { 

 font-family: aAvarangal; 

 src:url(AAVARAN1.eot); 

} 

</STYLE> 

If you use this EOT tags, remember to have this EOT file in 
hand otherwise do not use it. 

I have used this at my site here 
http://www.saivaneri.org/tamilindex.htm 
check it and also try to use it at your site. 
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BENEFITS OF UTF-8 

1. NO NEED TO BURN A DYNAMIC FONT 
2. WORLD’S MOST OF THE LANGUAGES, INDIA’S 13 LANGUAGES 

SUPPORTED 
3. OPERATING SYSTEMS CAN BE MADE TO WORK IN LOCAL SCRIPT 
4. FULL FLEDGED LOCAL LANGUAGE SEARCH POSSIBLE 
5. THAT’S WHY GOOGLE.COM ALSO STARTED REGIONAL LANGUAGE 

SEARCH NOW. (VISIT WWW.GOOGLE.CO.IN AND TRY TO SEARCH 
IN TAMIL) 

6. DATABASES CAN NOW BE MADE IN TAMIL AND FULLY 
SEARCHABLE! 

7. ROMANISED SEARCH IS POSSIBLE (AMMA –FOR TAMIL AMMA 
SEARCH) 

8. THIS IS THE FUTURE 

••••. ••••• ••••••••• ••••••••••• •••• ••••••• 
••••••••• 
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CHAPTER 20 

PROMOTE YOUR WEBSITE WITH GOOGLE ADWORDS, ADSENSE 

Google Adwords and Adsense are the latest on web which is 
feverishly followed by all the sites big and small 

By ADWORDS you can campaign for your site at google, for a 
sponsored ad for as low as 3rs cost per click 

Initial joining fee is rs250. you need credit card to join. 

They advertise your site as per the ad words you have chosen. 

If the users click on your ad and reach to your site, you pay 
rs.3 to the google for bringing you a possible customer. 

If nobody clicks, no charges. 

It is the industry’s cheapest and best advt campaign for 
small to big businesses 

Your advt shown at google.com and its partner web ring of 
sites. 

The ads shown as a bar right side of the google’s search 
result pages 

Suppose you run a matrimonial site. So your ad word can be 
“Tamil Matrimonials” –if any user types it, the google 
searches and shows the world best site at the first page. 
Your site may not come at even 10th page or so. So now you 
join in the google advt campaign so that your ad is shown at 
right hand side of the google search result. So by paying you 
reach to the top slot. Wow what an idea these google 
engineers have!. They are revolutionizing the net no doubt!. 

GOOGLE ADSENSE 

This is a reverse procedure of the same adwords. Here you 
become partner to google in showing others adwords at your 
site’s pages thereby earning money. 

Suppose your site is a matrimonial site. Now you become 
member of adsense and generate a javascript customized for 
your site. Then use it at your site’s pages. This causes your 
page to pull the relavant field of websites at this page. 
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These ads also can be shown as a tower type or banner type 
etc. 

What if your sites’s pages show your competitors’ adwords? –
you guessed right. In such cases, you can filter what kind of 
ads must be shown at your site, you can block certain urls,  
you can create different channels to suit your interests and 
your site’s pages. 

Suppose your site is a matrimonial site, you may like to show 
ads of Chennai Kalyana Mandapams, Chennai Aiyars, Marriage 
Managers, Flower experts etc. that will add spice and meaning 
to your site. 

This is called modern content management!.so that your site’s 
relevancy is still more enhanced. 

DANGERS 

Q: What if some auto clicking robots click away all my 
adwords, forcing me to pay a lot to google? 

A: Faith is the corner stone of Google. They are believable, 
their site assures it, I believe them, its up to you to 
decide. 

How they pay to me? 

They pay by US dollar cheques at the end of 30th of month. If 
it is less than 100$, then at every end of year they pay you. 

Is this earnings TAXABLE? 

Yes. Fill the tax form if u r a US citizen, or else, no 
problems, enjoy tax free climate till your respective govt 
sues you! 

Have you joined it? 

Why not? I say only what I do. 

Thanks for being with me. 
Visit:- 

www.google.com/adsense 

www.google.com/adwords 
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ADDING A FAVOURITE ICON TO YOUR SITE 

Adding the fav icon to the site means, when the user adds your site to their favorite site list 
by clicking “ Add to favorite”  or pressing CTRL+D in Internet Explorer browser, they see 
your site icon in the menu and the address bar left side icon. This improves the look of the 
site and also provides your site additional kick for the user to easily identify your site. 

Read on.. 

Add a Shortcut Icon to a Web Page (a.k.a. FAVICON.ICO) 
If you own a website, it's interesting to associate an icon to it. This is what is called a "shortcut 
icon". In fact, this icon will be displayed on the visitor's computer if he chooses to bookmark 
your site. It will be displayed in the Favorites menu as well as in the Address bar (see below) 
if the user comes back to your site.  

Shortcut icons work with Microsoft®  Internet Explorer®  v5.0 or later. They have no special Web 
server requirements and are a great way to add brand recognition without requiring the user to 
download a custom version of Internet Explorer.  

 

Create the Correct Size Icon 
First you must create your icon. You can either start from scratch or create an icon from an 
existing image (your company's logo for example). 

We recommend you to include these image formats in order to be compatible with all visitor 
configurations: 16x16 256 colors, 16x16 16 colors. You can optionally add 16x16 XP. 

IMPORTANT: Make sure you set the editor to create an icon that is 16x16 pixels. 
Otherwise, the icon will be ignored by Internet Explorer. 

Saving Your Icon To your Local Hard Disk 
1. When you've finished creating your icon, choose File/Save or Ctrl+S... 

2. The standard Windows save dialog box opens, select a specific location, then specify 
favicon.ico as your icon filename. This is important to name it "favicon.ico". If you use 
a different filename, it will not be considered as a Shortcut Icon. 

Uploading it to your Web Site 
3. Launch your FTP client (or any program) you use to upload/update your files to your web 

site. Connect it to your website. 

4. When you're connected, upload your file to the root folder of your HTML pages (where 
is located your home page html file). You must keep the "favicon.ico" filename 
unchanged during the upload. 

Associate the Icon with a Web Page 
You can also associate the icon with a Web page by saving the icon with a file name other 
than favicon.ico and adding a line of HTML code in the head section of your Web document. 
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The line of code includes a link tag that specifies the location and name of the file. You can 
include this link tag on a per-page basis. 

  

<HEAD> 
<LINK REL="SHORTCUT ICON" 
HREF="http://www.domain.com/iconname.ico"> 
<TITLE>Page Title</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 

My Icon is ignored, Why? 
First, check that it meets the IE requirements (see above). If this is the case, keep in mind 
that the only way a shortcut icon appears on a user's Favorites menu and Address bar is if the 
user chooses to add your page as a favorite. You can add a button or link on your page that 
prompts the user to add your page. Use the following code to test with this feature. 

  

<SCRIPT> 
<!-- 
if ((navigator.appVersion.indexOf("MSIE") > 0) 
  && (parseInt(navigator.appVersion) >= 4)) { 
    var sText = "<U><SPAN STYLE='color:blue;cursor:hand;'"; 
    sText += 
"onclick='window.external.AddFavorite(location.href,"; 
    sText += "document.title);'>Add this page to your 
favorites</SPAN></U>"; 
    document.write(sText); 
} 
//--> 
</SCRIPT> 

Another version by Microsoft.com 

How to Add a Shortcut Icon to a Web Page   

 

Shortcut icons in Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 are a new feature that you can use to display your logo or 
some other small graphic on the Favorites menu and Address bar. They have no special Web server 
requirements and are a great way to add brand recognition without requiring the user to download a custom 
version of Internet Explorer 5. The following graphic displays a shortcut icon for MSN.COM on the Internet 
Explorer 5 Favorites menu and Address bar. 
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This article explains how to use shortcut icons in the following three required steps:  

• Create the Correct Size Icon  

• Associate the Icon with Your Web Page  

• Add the Web Page to the User's Favorites Menu 

Create the Correct Size Icon 

For Internet Explorer 5, the required size of a shortcut icon is 16x16 pixels. To create the icon, use an icon 
editor, such as the one included in Microsoft Visual Studio or one of the many other icon editors available. 
Regardless of the program you use, make sure you set the editor to create an icon that is 16x16 pixels. 
Otherwise, the icon will be ignored by Internet Explorer. 

Associate the Icon with Your Web Page 

After creating the icon, you must associate it with your Web page. One way is to save the icon with the 
default file name of favicon.ico in the root directory of your domain— for example, 
www.microsoft.com/favicon.ico. Each time your Web page is added to a user's favorites, Internet 
Explorer automatically searches for this file and places the icon next to all the favorites and quick links 
originating from your site. 

You can also associate the icon with your Web page by saving the icon with a file name other than 
favicon.ico and adding a line of HTML code in the head section of your Web document. The line of code 
includes a link tag that specifies the location and name of the file. You can include this link tag on a per-
page basis. 

<HEAD> 
  <LINK REL="SHORTCUT ICON" HREF="http://www.mydomain.com/myicon.ico"> 
  <TITLE>My Title</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 

Add the Web Page to the User's Favorites Menu 

The only way a shortcut icon appears on a user's Favorites menu and Address bar is if the user chooses to 
add your page as a favorite. You can add a button or link on your page that prompts the user to add your 
page. Use the following code to experiment with this feature. 

<SCRIPT> 
<!-- 
if ((navigator.appVersion.indexOf("MSIE") > 0) 
  && (parseInt(navigator.appVersion) >= 4)) { 
    var sText = "<U><SPAN STYLE='color:blue;cursor:hand;'"; 
    sText += "onclick='window.external.AddFavorite(location.href,"; 
    sText += "document.title);'>Add this page to your favorites</SPAN></U>"; 
    document.write(sText); 
} 
//--> 
</SCRIPT> 

I think the above contents would have helped you. If not ask me, I will explain you 
further!. 
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